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NOTEBOOKNOTEBOOK NOTEBOOK

THE DALAI LAMA. Wangari Maathai. 
Elie Wiesel. Such names are synonymous 
with justice and freedom around the 
world. What better way to teach students 
about human rights than through their 
stories? Speak Truth To Power, a free 
online resource, uses the personal 
narratives of courageous individuals 
called “defenders” to explore human 
rights issues and abuses, including police 
brutality, genocide, and child labor.

The site, based on the book Speak 
Truth To Power: Human Rights Defenders 
Who Are Changing Our World by Kerry 

Kennedy, is a project of the Robert F. 
Kennedy Center for Justice and Human 
Rights. The center partnered with the 
New York State United Teachers to create 
a curriculum for grades 6–12 written by 
teachers across New York state.

The centerpiece of the curriculum is 
17 lessons, each delving into a particular 
human rights issue through the life of a 
prominent defender. For instance, 
students learn about free expression and 
religious freedom through the Dalai 
Lama, who has championed freedom for 
Tibet. To learn about environmental 

rights, 
students read 
the personal 
narrative of 
Wangari 
Maathai, 
Kenya’s 

leading environmentalist and women’s 
rights advocate. And to learn about 
genocide, students can turn to the profile 
of Elie Wiesel, who has written exten-
sively about the Holocaust.

Lessons also include suggested 
activities for students, such as research 
projects and letter-writing campaigns, as 
well as questions teachers can pose to 
stimulate further discussion. Videos and 
photographs of each human rights 
defender are available at the site, as well 
as a timeline of human rights milestones 
and a glossary of terms such as asylum, 
censorship, and xenophobia.

To visit the Speak Truth To Power 
website, go to www.rfkcenter.org/sttp. 
For webcasts and blog posts, go to http://
blogs.nysut.org/sttp. To download the 
curriculum, go to http://locals.nysut.org/
speaktruth_curriculum_complete.pdf.

Defenders of Human Rights

http://locals.nysut.org/speaktruth_curriculum_complete.pdf
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How to Do Peer Assistance and Review
FoR SCHooL DISTRICTS looking to 
establish Peer Assistance and Review 
(PAR) programs, an online user’s guide 
provides just the tools and information 
they need. The Project on the Next 
Generation of Teachers at the Harvard 
Graduate School of Education has 
created a free, comprehensive website 
(available at www.gse.harvard.
edu/~ngt/par) that outlines the many 
benefits of PAR, a program that relies on 
consulting teachers who excel in the 
classroom and are released from teaching 
duties to mentor new teachers and 
support struggling veteran teachers, as 
well as make recommendations to a 
committee on whether the teachers they 
are working with should remain in the 
profession. The committee is typically 
made up of teachers and administrators, 
and cochaired by the union president and 

*For an article on PAR from the Fall 2008 issue of 
American Educator, see www.aft.org/pdfs/
americaneducator/fall2008/goldstein.pdf.

a high-level district administrator. PAR is 
a true labor-management partnership in 
that union and district officials jointly 
oversee all aspects of the program.*

The website draws on the PAR 
programs of seven school districts: 
Cincinnati, ohio; Minneapolis, 
Minnesota; Montgomery County, 
Maryland; Rochester, New York; San 
Juan, California; Syracuse, New York; 
and Toledo, ohio. Each program’s 
history, specific design, and lessons 
learned are highlighted. The site’s 
authors emphasize that these 
programs are examples only: “There’s no 
simple recipe for PAR,” they write. 
“There’s no guarantee that what works in 
one setting will work in another.” To that 
end, the site answers several practical 
questions such as whether PAR can be 
adopted at the bargaining table, if 

principals should help plan PAR, and 
how districts pay for the program. The 
site also includes links to contract 
provisions, research and conference 
papers, and sample documents relating 
to PAR.

The Middle Class: Union Made
UNIoN MEMBERSHIP is 
essential for building a 
strong middle class, 
according to a recent 
report published by the 
Center for American 
Progress. Unions Make 
the Middle Class: 
Without Unions, the 
Middle Class Withers 
explains how unions 
promote political 
participation and ensure 
that workers are paid 
fairly, thereby strength-
ening the middle class. 
As the chart to the right 
shows, the decrease in 
union membership over 
the past 40 years is 
closely tied to the 
decrease in the middle 
class’s share of the 
nation’s income. As the report explains, 
“The middle class weakened over the past 
several decades because the rich secured 
the lion’s share of the economy’s gains.” 
The report attributes the decline in union 
membership to a changed political and 
legal landscape that has prevented 
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workers in the private sector from 
exercising their right to join a union. 

Visit www.americanprogressaction.
org/issues/2011/04/unions_middle_
class.html to download the full report 
and access related research, including a 
map with state-by-state data.

SOURCES: AUTHORS’ ANALySIS. UNION MEMbERSHIP RATE IS FROM 
bARRy T. HIRSCH, DAVID A. MACPHERSON, AND WAyNE G. VROMAN, 
“ESTIMATES OF UNION DENSITy by STATE.” MIDDLE CLASS SHARE OF 
AGGREGATE INCOME IS FROM UNITED STATES CENSUS bUREAU.
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NOTEBOOKNOTEBOOK NOTEBOOK

Russia’s Hermitage Museum Comes to the Classroom
THE STATE HERMITAGE MUSEUM in St. 
Petersburg, Russia, widely considered 
one of the world’s best museums, offers 
seven free online courses for students 
through its Virtual Academy (visit www.
hermitagemuseum.org/html_En/ 
06/hm6_2.html). The courses, based 
on works at the museum, cover a 
variety of time periods and topics: 
medals, Rembrandt, ancient Rome, 
biblical subjects, the Winter Palace, 
knights, and ancient Egypt. The course 
on Rembrandt, for example, begins 
with a brief biography, explores his life 
as a collector and painter, explains the 
social and political context in which 
he lived, and then discusses many of 
his major paintings and prints. The 
image below shows the course’s 
introduction to Abraham’s Sacrifice. 
The underlined words—Abraham, 
patriarch, and Old Testament—all link 
to a glossary that provides definitions 

and background knowledge.
The course on ancient Egypt is just as 

extensive, covering geography, history, 
religion, architecture, and writing. The 
image below left provides a glimpse of the 

content on pyramid construction.  The 
course on the Winter Palace offers a 
fascinating way to begin learning Russian 
history. The image below right explains 
the origin of the name the Hermitage.

www.hermitagemuseum.org/html_En/06/hm6_2.html
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NOTEBOOK

Science in Summer
STUDENTS’ AND TEACHERS’ 
curiosity about the natural world—
chemistry, weather, marine life, 
and more—doesn’t end when 
summer begins. It may only grow 
as school vacations provide time to 
explore. Two online science 
resources, the Jason Project and 
the National Science Foundation’s 
special reports, are sure to 
fascinate students and teachers 
alike. 

The Jason Project offers 
in-depth information on topics 
such as extreme weather, 
geology, energy, and ecology. 
The site (visit www.jason.org) 
uses photographs and videos as 
well as stories about real-life 
scientists and current events to 
simplify complex ideas and 
introduce students to impor-
tant terms, such as atmosphere, 
supercell, and lightening, 
which appear in “operation: 
Monster Storms,” the site’s 
weather curriculum. All of the 
units are designed as “opera-
tions,” complete with games 
and digital labs that take 
students on “missions” as 
they learn about plate 
tectonics, physics, and more. 
For full access, be sure to register (it’s 
free and quick). once you are logged in, 
you’ll enter Jason’s Mission Center, 
shown above right.

The National Science Foundation’s 
special reports (available at www.nsf.
gov/news/special_reports) examine a 
variety of topics—including climate 
change, dead zones, and jellyfish—
through detailed descriptions, quotes 
from leading researchers, and videos. 
Several of the reports seem specially 
designed to appeal to those students 
who have yet to discover how fascinating 
science is: for example, there are reports 
on the many sciences embedded in NFL 
football and NASCAR racing. Even the 
reports that first appear more tradi-
tional, like “Chemistry Now,” have 
interesting twists, such as proceeding 
from the chemistry of water to that of 
cheeseburgers and chocolate.

LooKING FoR A WAY to connect with, 
and learn from, colleagues across the 
country? Join the Education Week 
Teacher Book Club. Just go to www.
edweek.org/tm/section/bookclub/
index.html to sign up. Four times a 
year, staff members select a noteworthy 
book, post a book backgrounder (which 
is really helpful in deciding whether to 
buy the book and participate), and 
arrange a three- to five-day online 
discussion with the author and club 
members.

The next book, which will be 
discussed the week of July 18, is Mike 
Schmoker’s Focus: Elevating the 
Essentials to Radically Improve Student 
Learning. A former English teacher, 

administrator, and football coach, 
Schmoker does not fall for faddish 
reforms; he emphasizes good instruction 
and high-quality instructional materials.

Book Club for Teachers
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Bridging the  
“Widest Street in the World”

Reflections on the History of Teacher Education

By Jeffrey Mirel

For at least a half century, education reformers have 
quipped that 120th Street in New York City, the street that 
separates Teachers College from the rest of Columbia 
University, “is the widest street in the world.”1 Underlying 

this quip is the belief that Columbia’s liberal arts faculty members 
regularly dismiss the child-centered educational methods pro-
moted by their colleagues at Teachers College as at best misguided 
and at worst anti-intellectual. In turn, professors at Teachers Col-
lege routinely denounce their liberal arts colleagues as musty 
traditionalists who fail to recognize that most elementary and 
secondary students in American schools find discipline-based 
education useless and irrelevant to their lives.2

As cartoon-like as this portrait is, it contains more than a kernel 
of truth. Since the creation of public schools in the early 19th 
century, people have been debating questions about the relative 
importance of subject matter and pedagogical methods in teacher 
training programs.3 Yet because of the highly decentralized nature 
of 19th- and early 20th-century American public education, these 
debates were essentially moot. Each school district was a largely 
independent governing body, and school board members in the 
vast number of rural districts across the land hired whomever they 
pleased, often regardless of a teacher’s preparation (or lack 
thereof).

This situation began to change dramatically in the first half of 
the 20th century. Schools and colleges of education became an 
integral part of American universities, and state-created “normal 
schools” (charged specifically with preparing teachers) became 
colleges in their own right.4 In both cases, these institutional 
changes seemed to offer the prospect of uniting specialists in 
subject matter and pedagogical methods. Instead, these groups 
sought to establish their separate areas of expertise and thus 

Jeffrey Mirel is the David L. Angus Collegiate Chair in education and a 
professor of history at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. His previ-
ous positions include serving as a junior high and middle school English 
and history teacher. His most recent book is Patriotic Pluralism: Ameri-
canization Education and European Immigrants.IL
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wound up widening the gap between them. Indeed, for most of 
the 20th century, dialogues between “ed school” faculty members 
and their liberal arts colleagues about how to train prospective 
teachers in such fields as English, history, mathematics, and sci-
ence were scarce, with neither side respecting the expertise of the 
other. With few exceptions, this lack of dialogue and collaboration 
in teacher training continues to the present day. It is arguably one 
of the most important factors contributing to the poor quality of 
teacher education in this country.

A parting of the ways between education and liberal arts 
faculty members was not inevitable. In fact, in the late 
19th century, a different model emerged at the Univer-
sity of Michigan (U-M), in which liberal arts faculty 

members and the professors dedicated to the “art and science of 
pedagogy” worked together on teacher education. This unified 
approach to teacher education took root after a significant change 
in admissions procedures that U-M introduced in the late 19th 
century. At the time, virtually every college and university in the 
country admitted students on the basis of examinations, which 
differed from institution to institution. In 1870, U-M shifted from 
using examinations for admissions to requiring simply that pro-
spective students graduate from “accredited” high schools. In this 
system, the accrediting agents were U-M faculty members and, 
as a consequence, liberal arts professors regularly visited high 
schools across the state (and eventually across the country), deter-
mining whether schools were teaching students well enough for 
them to be worthy of U-M admission.5

Known as the Michigan Diploma Plan, this approach to college 
and university admissions had two main effects on teacher educa-
tion at U-M. First, U-M liberal arts faculty members broadened 
their intellectual horizons to assess not just whether the high 
school teachers they were assessing as part of the accreditation 
process knew the academic content they were teaching, but also 
whether they appeared to be knowledgeable and effective teach-
ers. In other words, they paid attention to both subject matter and 
teaching methods. Second, the more these faculty members vis-
ited high schools, the more they realized that U-M students who 
became high school teachers needed training in how to teach. 
Consequently, in 1879, Michigan became the first university in 
the country to create a permanent chair in pedagogy, which was 
housed in the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts. over 
the next two decades, the faculty members serving as the educa-
tion chair worked closely with their colleagues in the College of 
Literature, Science, and the Arts to introduce U-M students to the 
“science and art of teaching.” In other words, they helped students 
become better teachers in their subject areas.6 As William Payne, 
the first education chair, put it, “Successful teaching involves two 
elements—[subject] matter and methods.” He believed that these 
two aspects of good teaching were deeply intertwined and neither 
should be neglected.7

Unfortunately, early in the 20th century, this approach to 
teacher education at Michigan ended.8 As liberal arts faculty 
members increasingly sought to develop their own fields of 
inquiry, few of them wanted to spend time visiting and accrediting 
high schools. To address this problem, in 1899, the university 
hired another education faculty member to take over the accredi-
tation program. While some liberal arts professors continued to 

visit high schools, this redesign of the accreditation process was 
the first step toward dividing subject matter from methods at U-M. 
As the number of “educationists” at U-M grew, the university cre-
ated a Department of Education within the College of Literature, 
Science, and the Arts. Faculty members of this new department 
increasingly focused their teaching and research on such non–
liberal arts fields as educational administration and school 
finance. In 1921, the department left the College of Literature, 
Science, and the Arts and became the School of Education. With 
this move, faculty members in the liberal arts and their colleagues 
in the School of Education were literally and intellectually sepa-
rated. The once-collaborative approach to teacher education 
vanished.9

over the years, no one referred to South University Avenue, the 
street that separates the School of Education from Michigan’s 

liberal arts college, as the “widest street in the world,” but the gap 
between education specialists and disciplinary specialists in Ann 
Arbor became as broad and deep as at any university in the coun-
try. While the circumstances that led to this disconnect at Michi-
gan were unique, the trend they represented was widespread. 
Indeed, the rise of schools and colleges of education and the 
growing indifference of liberal arts faculty to teacher training 
ensured that this gap would go unbridged for decades to come.10

Two other developments pertaining to the rise of schools and 
colleges of education made matters worse. First, between 1920 
and 1950, state governments increasingly made schools and col-
leges of education the main institutions legally permitted to train 
prospective teachers for certification.11 With this development, 
the center of gravity in teacher training moved almost completely 
to education faculty members whose areas of expertise were in 
such fields as educational administration, elementary and sec-
ondary school teaching methods, educational measurement (i.e., 
testing), and educational psychology. While prospective high 
school teachers still had to take liberal arts courses in areas such 
as English, history, mathematics, and the sciences to meet state 
certification standards, the certification bar often was quite low.12 
In addition, increasing numbers of prospective elementary school 
teachers took many if not most of their courses in schools and 
colleges of education, leaving them with modest exposure to 
traditional liberal arts courses.

This trend relates directly to the second development that 
undermined the quality of teacher education—the diminished 
weight given to liberal arts knowledge in teacher training curri-

For most of the 20th century, dialogues 
between “ed school” faculty members 
and their liberal arts colleagues about 
how to train prospective teachers  
were scarce. 
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cula. Beginning in the 1920s and continuing to the present day, 
many faculty members in schools and colleges of education 
adopted ideas rooted in progressive education that paid consider-
ably less attention to curricula based in the liberal arts.13

Emerging in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, ideas devel-
oped by reformers known as progressive educators provided what 
was then a much-needed critique of the conditions and practices 
in public schools across the United States. At the time, most public 
schools (in big cities and rural areas) were overcrowded, most 
instruction was teacher centered, and, for the most part, the 
pupil’s role was passive. Teachers taught curricula that were unre-
lated to the lives of children, focused on having students memo-
rize rather than understand texts, and kept students in line using 
corporal punishment.14

Progressive educators sought to correct all these ills, but they 
were particularly concerned about the nature and content of 
school curricula, which they denounced as little more than col-

lections of random facts (e.g., a list of the major rivers of South 
America). Worse, progressive critics argued, teachers typically 
presented the facts without any sense of context or even a reason 
why such information might be useful.

John Dewey, long regarded as the “father” of progressive edu-
cation, focused on this problem in his classic 1902 essay “The 
Child and the Curriculum.” He argued that changing the nature 
of curricula was central to improving the quality of teaching and, 
by implication, teacher education. Dewey was emphatic that 
pupils should learn discipline-based content, but he urged educa-
tors to recognize that, for the most part, such content was struc-
tured around questions and research that were meaningful to 
experts in various academic disciplines, not to children. As he 
explained, “Textbook and teacher vie with each other in present-
ing to the child the subject-matter as it stands to the specialist.… 
The material is not translated into life-terms.” By lamenting the 
lack of “life-terms,” Dewey was arguing for discipline-based cur-
ricula to be reframed in ways that connected “with what the child 
has already seen and felt and loved.”15

Dewey declared that this should not be a process of either 
dumbing down or sweetening up such content to make it easier 
for students to memorize facts. Rather, he argued, reframing the 
content should enable educators to view traditional curricula as 
a vast storehouse of answers to problems that people in the past 
have solved. From that perspective, educators’ primary task was 
to create engaging problems for students to solve, problems that 
would compel them to seek answers in discipline-based knowl-

edge. As Dewey put it, discipline-based subject matter “must be 
restored to the experience from which it has been abstracted.”16 
For example, in a Deweyan school, students might learn about 
the Pythagorean theorem when dealing with a real-life problem 
like building a shed that requires right angles on the corners, 
rather than just memorizing an abstract mathematical 
formula.

Dewey’s connection of discipline-based subject matter 
and pedagogy was brilliant and revolutionary. It 
offered professors in schools and colleges of educa-
tion a marvelous opportunity to reach out to their 

colleagues in the liberal arts to work together in reshaping cur-
ricula and teacher education along Deweyan lines. Sadly, this is 
not what happened. over the next century, Dewey was badly 
misunderstood. He became a sort of patron saint for teacher 
educators who wanted to make classrooms more student cen-
tered and active, and to make the curriculum more relevant to 
students’ daily lives. But few teacher educators were as commit-
ted as Dewey to making the liberal arts an essential part of this 
“new education.” Many of them took Dewey’s critique of the 
formal and abstract nature of disciplinary knowledge as reason 
enough to avoid stressing such knowledge—especially at the 
elementary level. Consequently, beginning in the 1930s, some 
education school faculty members sought to create their own 
curricula for elementary schools, curricula that were long on 
relevance and interest, but short on discipline-based knowledge 
and information.17 Far too many of these curricula engaged 
children, but did not prepare them for more advanced studies. 
Compounding this problem, few liberal arts professors saw 
improving teacher education, especially on the elementary level, 
as something worth their time and effort. In short, no one 
seemed to realize the importance of early education in laying a 
strong foundation for future studies and for life. And so, as the 
20th century wore on, the gap between discipline-based content 
and pedagogy widened.

Nowhere were these trends clearer than in the development 
of social studies education. In the late 19th and early 20th cen-
turies, history, geography, and civics were important parts of 
most elementary schools’ curricula. For example, in cities such 
as Chicago, Cleveland, and Detroit, the prescribed program of 
studies in the elementary grades regularly included biographies 
of historical figures like Columbus, Washington, and Lincoln; 
folktales or fables; units on geography (local, national, and for-
eign, depending on the grade level); and elements of civics, such 
as knowledge of the separation of powers in the Constitution.18

While there is not a great deal of evidence about how well 
these subjects were taught or how much of this material pupils 
retained, many child-centered progressive educators rejected 
these subject-centered approaches as merely simplified ver-
sions of the austere and distant disciplines that Dewey had 
criticized. Believing they were holding true to Dewey’s vision, 
child-centered progressive educators in the 1920s and 1930s 
sought to create more relevant and interesting course materials 
that they argued “unified” history, geography, and civics into a 
new and exciting approach they referred to as social studies. 
Perhaps the most important educationist associated with this 
effort was Paul R. Hanna, who was educated at Teachers College 

Dewey’s connection of discipline-
based subject matter and pedagogy 
was revolutionary. Sadly, over the next 
century, Dewey was badly 
misunderstood.
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and who spent three decades as a professor in the School of 
Education at Stanford. During these years, he became one of 
the leading social studies educators both in the United States 
and internationally.19

In the 1930s, Hanna argued that elementary schools needed 
a social studies curriculum that would be much more interesting 
and relevant for children than the traditional history, geography, 
and civics approach of the past.20 Believing that he was enacting 
Dewey’s ideas, Hanna sought to create a curriculum centering 
on “human relations,” which he believed were basic human 
activities (e.g., producing goods and services, communication 
and transportation, and recreation) that would resonate with 
elementary children. Echoing Dewey, he stated, “Human rela-
tions are those unitary life experiences that the specialists have 
broken up and classified into such subject-matter fields as his-
tory, geography, civics, economics, sociology, political science, 
ethics, esthetics, anthropology, [and] individual and social 
psychology.”21 But when Hanna got down to the specifics about 
what his “human relations” curriculum was about, the links 
between it and disciplinary knowledge—links that were central 
to a true Deweyan approach—were tenuous at best.

Defining interest and relevance as relating to the immediate 
experiences of children, Hanna developed what became known 
as the “expanding environments” or “expanding communities” 
approach. This innovation essentially scrapped the earlier dis-
cipline-based social studies curriculum and replaced it with a 
series of lessons that in the first grade focused on “home and 
school life.” He then had children move outward to “community 
life” in second grade, considered how people adapted to differ-
ent forces of nature in third grade, and so forth. Hanna believed 
that these topics were far more interesting for elementary pupils 

than stories about, for example, young Ben Franklin. Indeed, 
this approach questioned the usefulness of history altogether, 
because it was not part of children’s immediate experience.22 
This is not to say that traditional history, geography, and civics 
disappeared from elementary schools, but they increasingly gave 
way to lessons based on such topics as what it means to live in a 
social group.23

Refining his ideas in the late 1930s and 1940s, Hanna published 
a series of enormously popular social studies textbooks that pro-
moted the “expanding environments” approach in simple, color-
ful, readable formats. They were among the most widely used, if 
not the most widely used texts in elementary social studies in the 
country.24

The popularity of these texts was due to more than just their 
accessible format for children. Another factor was that elementary 
school teachers needed only a very modest amount of knowledge 
about history, geography, civics, or the social sciences to use these 

books. Hanna was quite honest about why he structured his 
approach to social studies this way. Writing in 1934, he stated, “I 

struggled for a long time to get some kind of structure that did 
not represent merely the traditional categories of economics, 

political science, sociology, anthropology, history, and 
geography, because these would scare most teachers not 
having had anything in these fields [emphasis added].”25 
Whether such subjects really would have “scared” ele-
mentary teachers (or prospective teachers) is anybody’s 
guess. But Hanna certainly assumed that elementary 
teachers were unprepared to go beyond the simple sto-
ries in his textbooks. Thus, rather than providing a foun-
dation for pupils to expand their historical, sociological, 
or economic knowledge—what Dewey had hoped 

problem-based curricula would promote—these stories 
became ends in themselves. 

over the next half century, this problem wors-
ened. As education and public policy professor 
David K. Cohen argues, the absence or weak-
ness of state curricula and the decentralized 

nature of American school governance led schools and colleges 
to prepare prospective teachers “to teach no particular version 
of their subjects.”26 Rather than encouraging teacher trainees to 
delve deeply into how to teach liberal arts subjects, teacher 

When one of the leading social studies 
educators got down to specifics, the 
links between his curriculum and  
disciplinary knowledge—links that 
were central to a true Deweyan  
approach—were tenuous at best.
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education programs taught their graduates “a generic sort of 
teacher education” that prepared them to teach “nothing in 
particular.”* Given this situation, it is no surprise that many 
teachers eagerly embraced such easy-to-use (and relatively 
liberal arts–free) programs as Hanna’s expanding 
communities.

This lack of interaction between teacher education 
and the liberal arts was a continuing source of concern 
and controversy. Throughout the second half of the 20th 
century, there were increasingly frequent and acrimo-
nious debates about the quality of teacher education, 
with particular emphasis on the lack of disciplinary 
knowledge among most prospective and practicing 
teachers. For example, in the late 1940s and early 1950s, 
a number of critics such as Mortimer Smith and Arthur 
Bestor published widely discussed books deploring the 
discipline-adverse aspect of teacher education.27 As Smith 
explained, the “official philosophy” (i.e., child-centered pro-

gressive education) of most teacher training institutions at best 
ignored traditional subject matter and at worse disparaged it. 
Specifically, he declared, “our teacher training colleges and the 
graduate schools of education in our universities are whole-
heartedly devoted to methodology.” Smith maintained that 
concerns about effectively teaching subject matter were simply 
outside the perspective of most schools and colleges of 
education.28

In october 1957, the Soviet launch of Sputnik jarred educa-
tors and created a new opportunity for reconnecting the disci-
plines with pedagogy. Amid the panic about Sputnik, many 
social commentators and political leaders argued that the rea-
son the Soviets were beating the United States in the “space race” 
was the poor quality of public schools. Responding to this criti-
cism, and to the lure of federal money following the creation of 
the National Science Foundation and passage of the 1958 
National Defense Education Act (NDEA), a number of professors 
from the liberal arts and social sciences entered the field of 
school reform. Almost all of their reform efforts stressed the 
importance of disciplinary knowledge in improving teacher 
education and classroom practice. By far the most famous of 
these initiatives was “Man: A Course of Study” (MACoS), an 
interdisciplinary curriculum created in the mid-1960s by Jerome 
Bruner and an amazingly diverse group of educators. Drawing 
on the skills and knowledge of anthropologists, folklorists, lin-
guists, and psychologists, to name just a few of the backgrounds 

of the people involved in the project, MACoS promised to trans-
form late elementary social studies (fourth or fifth grade) by 
getting children to address the question, “What is human about 
human beings?”29 Using films, storytelling, and other novel 
pedagogical approaches, MACoS educators got children 
engaged with disciplinary content, for example, learning about 
how such people as the Bushmen of the Kalahari and the Netsilik 
Eskimos adapted to challenging environments and developed 
rich, distinctive cultures.30

Students and teachers responded enthusiastically to pilot 
versions of this curriculum, which seemed to offer a brilliant 
new approach to bridging subject matter and educational meth-
ods. Yet by the mid-1970s, MACoS had become a flashpoint of 
the emerging “culture wars.” In 1970, for example, an evangelical 
minister in Lake City, Florida, denounced MACoS as “godless, 
humanistic, evolution-based, socialistic, and ‘sensual in phi-
losophy,’ ” claims that eventually impelled school district leaders 
to discontinue the program. over the next few years, right-wing 
critics across the country made a concerted attack on MACoS, 
which essentially ended the use of the program entirely.31

While the highly politicized battle over MACoS was 
unusual in the post-Sputnik reform era, the lack 
of influence that such initiatives had on teacher 
education, curriculum content, or pedagogical 

strategies, unfortunately, was typical. Indeed, by the late 1970s, 
few of the discipline-based reform programs were still in use. In 
other words, the often-repeated belief that, after Sputnik, Ameri-
can teacher educators and K–12 teachers rediscovered the liberal 
arts is erroneous. In fact, the impact of the post-Sputnik reforms 
on such indicators of student performance as high school course 
taking in math, science, and foreign languages (key areas of 
NDEA) was minimal.32 Discipline-based reforms did not take 
hold for a variety of reasons, but two factors stand out. First, 

The often-repeated belief that, after 
Sputnik, American teacher educators 
and K–12 teachers rediscovered the 
liberal arts is erroneous.

*David K. Cohen’s article, “Learning to Teach Nothing in Particular,” which 
appeared in the Winter 2010-2011 issue of American Educator, is available at 
www.aft.org/pdfs/americaneducator/winter1011/Cohen.pdf. 
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given that teacher education largely focused on methods (not 
disciplinary content), many elementary teachers did not have 
the liberal arts knowledge necessary to teach new curricula. 
Second, many of these programs did not provide adequate 
resources for professional development to aid the teachers in 
implementing the new materials.33 As these reform efforts scaled 
down in the 1970s, few scholars on either side of the subject 
matter/pedagogical divide were eager to try again.

Nevertheless, economic and political developments in the 
late 1970s and early 1980s created the conditions for another 
opportunity for revising teacher education, this time with some 
promising and seemingly enduring results. In 1983, the U.S. 
Department of Education published A Nation at Risk, a short, 
powerful, and widely discussed critique of public education. 
This manifesto inspired a range of education reforms. Regarding 
teacher education, the authors of A Nation at Risk echoed critics 
from the past, declaring, “The teacher preparation curriculum 
is weighted heavily with courses in ‘educational methods’ at the 
expense of courses in the subjects to be taught.” The authors 
added, “A survey of 1,350 institutions training teachers indicated 
that 41 percent of the time of elementary school teacher candi-
dates is spent in education courses, which reduces the amount 
of time available for subject matter courses.”34 Implicit in such 
criticism was the question of whether schools and colleges of 
education were up to the job of preparing teachers for the chal-
lenges of the increasingly globalizing economy.

By far the most important response to this challenge 
came several years later when a small but influential 
group of scholars began researching the question, 
“What exactly do prospective and practicing teachers 

need to know?” Their answer was “pedagogical content knowl-
edge” (PCK), an approach to teacher education that has gained 
momentum and influence to this day.35 Advocates of PCK then 
and now seek to better understand the components of effective 
teaching and, thus, to improve the quality of teacher education. 
Like most previous critics of teacher education, the supporters 
of PCK demand that prospective and practicing teachers—
including elementary teachers—have a strong background in 
the subjects they are going to teach. But they argue that such a 
background is not enough. In addition to subject-matter knowl-
edge, scholars promoting PCK maintain that teachers also must 
find ways to communicate knowledge to others. Unlike prior 
initiatives to improve teacher education, this is not a call for 
simply better methods courses in schools of education. Rather, 
it blends content and pedagogy. As several prominent propo-
nents of PCK explain, teachers “must have two types of subject-
matter knowledge: knowledge of the subject field, and 
knowledge of how to help their students come to understand the 
field.”36 In many ways, these ideas draw from the work of Dewey 
as well as research done by cognitive scientists who became 
interested in schooling during the post-Sputnik era.

Yet PCK is unlike previous reform efforts in a number of 
important ways. Central to PCK is the belief that how teachers 
represent knowledge is a vital component of effective teaching. 
Representing knowledge is akin to what Dewey referred to as 
translating discipline-based knowledge into life-terms. As PCK 
advocates explain, effective teachers consistently seek better 

ways to “represent” or “transform” subject matter to make it 
accessible to their students: “These representations or transfor-
mations of subject matter take many forms—metaphors, analo-
gies, illustrations, examples, in-class activities, and homework 
assignments.”37

The beauty of paying attention to representing subject matter 
in this way is that representations can be researched, and those 
that are effective and efficient in increasing student learning can 
be taught to prospective and practicing teachers. In other words, 
PCK offers the possibility of changing the nature and content of 
schools and colleges of education by getting them to concentrate 
on reconnecting subject matter and pedagogy in ways that make 
a dramatic difference in how teachers teach.

Another striking difference between PCK initiatives and previ-
ous efforts to change teacher education is that the main propo-
nents of PCK are largely faculty within schools and colleges of 
education. Many of them are among the most well-respected 
education researchers in the country.38 Thus, they cannot be dis-

missed as outsiders who do not understand the challenges of 
teacher education.

As exciting as PCK is, it could be much more powerful if teacher 
educators had a set K–12 curriculum as a foundation for their 
work. The heart of PCK is ensuring that teachers have mastered 
both the content they will teach and the best ways of teaching it. 
But without a common core curriculum, teacher educators inter-
ested in PCK must guess at what content teachers might teach and 
what representations are more effective in that teaching. Cur-
rently, with nothing more than vague standards to guide them, 
each school district is free to adopt or develop its own curricu-
lum—or to ignore curriculum entirely (leaving it up to schools or 
individual teachers). As David K. Cohen has pointed out, this situ-
ation severely limits the effectiveness and efficiency of teacher 
preparation,39 especially since there is no way to predict which 
teacher candidate will end up in which district or school. Some 
prospective teachers may need to be prepared to teach a pre-
scribed curriculum and/or pedagogy; others may need to be 
prepared to write their own curriculum. If the new effort to 
develop PCK is to flourish, it must be guided by a common core 
curriculum.

E. D. Hirsch, Jr., has been arguing for over two decades for a 
coherent, discipline-based core curriculum that all students must 
follow. By implication, such a core curriculum could lead directly 
to a transformation of teacher education.40 once teacher educa-

Pedagogical content knowledge, a 
growing approach to teacher education, 
demands that teachers have a strong 
background in their subjects and find 
ways to communicate knowledge to 
others.
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tors know exactly what knowledge and skills prospective teachers 
will be required to teach in K–12 classrooms, they then can focus 
on instructing these prospective teachers in such approaches as 
PCK, approaches that would improve instruction and learning.

For more than a century, teacher educators and their 
colleagues in the liberal arts have failed to collaborate 
in linking two of the most vital aspects of the instruc-
tional experience—subject matter and pedagogy. 

Today, however, with the movement toward a common core 
curriculum and the growing influence of PCK in schools and 
colleges of education, we have before us a new and exciting 
opportunity to span the subject matter and methods divide. 
Realizing this opportunity will take a great deal of work, long-
term commitments, and lots of goodwill. But if the last century 
of failed unilateral reforms teaches us anything, it is that both 
sides need each other and that even the widest street in the 
educational world can be bridged if colleagues on both sides 
agree to meet each other halfway. ☐
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Pedagogical Content Knowledge for  
World History Teachers
Bridging the Gap between Knowing and Teaching
BY LAUREN McARTHUR HARRIS AND 
ROBERT B. BAIN

Common sense asserts that teachers need 
content knowledge to teach. Perhaps this is 
why the public, policymakers, and teacher 
educators in the United States have 
worried about teachers’ content knowl-
edge for well over 150 years. At least since 
John Dewey’s 1902 essay “The Child and 
the Curriculum,” these worries have taken 
two related but different forms.

The first set of worries centers around 
the amount of content knowledge teachers 
possess in the subject areas they teach. 
Such concerns typically equate content 
knowledge for teaching with content 
knowledge as defined by universities for 
majors and minors. Hence, university course 
work has become the proxy for measuring 
the content knowledge required to teach 
subjects in most states.

The second concern, which is more 
common among teacher educators than 
others, focuses on the instrumental quality 
of teachers’ content knowledge. This 
particular type of knowledge that teachers 
need to help specific students learn specific 
content (including subject-specific facts, 
concepts, and skills) is known as pedagogi-
cal content knowledge (PCK).

Unfortunately, the extant research on 
the PCK teachers need to teach various 
school subjects is modest and uneven, with 
most of the research focusing on content 
areas such as math and reading, and fewer 
studies on other subjects, such as history.1 
Moreover, almost all of the work on 
teacher knowledge in history has focused 
on teachers of U.S. history or other 
national histories. There are few studies 
that have looked carefully at the knowl-

edge needed to plan and teach world 
history at the secondary level. Thus, 
although world history is the fastest 
growing course in secondary social studies,2 
there is little consensus over what consti-
tutes the knowledge teachers need to help 
students learn the history of the world.

We are currently conducting a series of 
studies to determine what knowledge 
world history teachers need and how they 
can use it to plan instruction. Here, we 
report on a small but in-depth study 
designed to examine how four pre-service 
and six in-service world history teachers 
think about, organize, and make meaning 
of separate and discrete world historical 
events, first for themselves and then for 
their students. This study—part of a larger 
study by Lauren McArthur Harris on instruc-
tional tools and teachers’ PCK of world 
history—offers insight into teachers’ 
varying capacity to use nested scales of 
time and categories of space to build 
coherence among a wide range of histori-
cal events.3 Of the six practicing history 
teachers in the study, four had taught high 
school world history for at least three years 
with a wide range of world history–specific 
professional development, one had taught 
high school U.S. history and was teaching 
world history for the first time, and the 
other was a veteran teacher and scholar of 
world history with more than 10 years of 
teaching experience in secondary and 
university world history classrooms, as well 
as extensive world history–specific profes-
sional development.

The teachers were asked to organize a 
seemingly random stack of cards listing 18 
historical events and concepts into a “big 
historical picture” by placing each card 
onto a large piece of butcher paper, adding 
labels, and drawing lines to connect events 
and give them meaning. The 18 cards 
spanned many time periods and geo-
graphic locations, and listed different 
global, interregional, cross-temporal, and 
regional events, such as the Atlantic slave 
system, bantu migrations, the Renaissance, 
the Haitian Revolution, and the Cold War. 
While the participants sorted the cards and 
built their concept maps of world history, 
they all talked aloud about their decisions, 
revealing their thinking for each move.* 
Teachers did the card sort twice: first, to 
capture their own understandings, and 

second, to explain how (or if) they might 
structure those events for instructional 
purposes.

The differences among the 10 teachers 
were stunning. Although all the teachers 
drew connections or categorized events 
along temporal-spatial scales at some point 
or another, there were discernible differ-
ences in how the more experienced world 
history teachers built connections among 
events, constructed coherent historical 
narratives, related world historical content 
to students’ understandings, and employed 
such conceptual devices as cross-cultural or 
temporal comparisons or examples as peda-
gogical tools for organizing instruction. 
The experienced world history teachers not 
only constructed complicated conceptual 
maps with more multiple and fluid 
connections among events, but also, 
although not prompted to do so, began to 
classify events as global, cross-regional, or 
regional, and to explain connections 
among events situated at the different 
scales. For example, Figure 1 (on page 14) 
shows the initial card sort by the veteran 
teacher with over 10 years experience. He 
filled the space between cards with 
connecting lines and/or language to show 
dynamic relationships among and between 
events, regardless of their region, time 
period, or scale.

In organizing the cards, the experienced 
world history teachers moved swiftly 
among scales and events, and back 
again—often puzzling over how to situate 
an event that spanned eras or regions. 

On the other hand, the inexperienced 
(pre-service) world history teachers were 
more likely to simply place the cards in 
chronological order or within categories, 
such as economic or governmental 
groupings. Two things differentiated their 
maps from the ones discussed above. First, 
there were far fewer attempts to connect 
events to each other. Second, once an 
event landed in a category, the inexperi-
enced teachers typically treated it as an 
example of that category. Thus, it tended 
to lose its place in the arc of history. 

Lauren McArthur Harris is a postdoctoral research fellow 
at the University of Michigan and a former high school 
world history teacher. Robert B. Bain is an associate 
professor in the School of Education and in the 
Department of History within the College of Literature, 
Science, and the Arts at the University of Michigan. 
Previously, he taught high school history and social 
studies for 26 years. This article is adapted with 
permission of Taylor & Francis Group, LLC, www.
taylorandfrancis.com, from “Pedagogical Content 
Knowledge for World History Teachers: What Is It? How 
Might Prospective Teachers Develop It?” The Social 
Studies, Volume 102, Issue 1, January 2011, pages 9–17, 
copyright 2011.

*Harris used an analytical framework developed 
through a content analysis of every monograph in the 
Journal of World History from its first issue in 1990 until 
2008. In her analysis, she located conceptual devices 
world historians implicitly or explicitly use to build 
coherence in their work. (See endnote 3.)
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Figure 1: The most experienced world history teacher’s first card-sort map
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Now more complex

Colonial War?

= 3 most historically significant events

because some drew connecting lines 
between categories, such as government 
and economy—but not among the 
events—it appears that the categories 
became more important than the events 
(see Figure 2 on page 15). When they did 
make connections between events, novice 
world history teachers did not offer much 
detail or they hesitated when explaining or 
even drawing connections. Further, the 
inexperienced teachers often appeared to 
be unsure of how to represent particular 

connections between world historical 
events for their students. For example, a 
novice pre-service teacher explained that 
she would “say what feudalism is, and use 
the Meiji Restoration as an example, but I 
don’t know how I’d do that.”4

So, what are we to make of this peek 
into how world history teachers con-
structed historical and pedagogical 
meaning for themselves and their stu-
dents? It is important to acknowledge that 
all the teachers attempted to connect 

events to avoid the “one-darn-thing-after-
another” pit that threatens to swallow all 
history instruction. Also, the teachers did 
find ways to sort and group all the 
historical events so that no event stood 
alone. Thus, all the teachers demonstrated 
a modicum of factual knowledge of events 
and an understanding of the types of 
events.

However, the experienced world history 
teachers went beyond factual and categori-
cal knowledge of events. They drew on 

★

★
★

★
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understandings of relationships of events 
across time and space, or at least were able 
to speculate about such relationships in 
action. Explicitly situating events in their 
respective historical places, these teachers 
used global, interregional, and regional 
scales as well as historical categories to link 
and nest the events, demonstrating 
multiple connections and suggesting 
complicated understandings of changes 
over time and space. Thus, the experienced 
world history teachers were able to weave 
together events to tell coherent stories 
with cross-regional comparisons and 
connections to larger global patterns.

Certainly, historical content knowledge 
mattered in this task, but so did knowing 

Figure 2: A novice world history teacher’s first card-sort map
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Revolution
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The Mongol 
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cultures
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General developments affecting the entire world

Conflict
(violent & non-violent)

Events shaping both 
physical and cultural 

boundaries of nations Political system

Cultural movements/
economic changes

= 3 most historically significant events

the processes of making comparative or 
cross-regional connections across wide 
expanses of time and space. The teachers 
with the most experience with both world 
history content and world history peda-
gogy developed the most complicated and 
useful maps. However, it did not appear to 
be simply the teachers’ number of years 
teaching or the number of history courses 
they took that made the difference. The 
key difference appeared to be the 
teachers’ knowledge of global world 
history and their ability to attend to 
students’ needs in learning world history, 
including likely misconceptions and points 
of interest.

For example, one of the experienced 

world history teachers used some cards 
twice in his instructional organization, 
explaining that students needed a big 
picture of the global story at the beginning 
of his course and that they would later 
return to those same events to study them 
in more depth (see Figure 3 on page 16). 
Thus, he used cards to create an introduc-
tory “big picture” unit that spanned from 
the Agricultural Revolution to the Cold 
War, and then reused and reconnected the 
cards as he planned instruction.

It seems, then, that beyond the type of 
history courses typically taken by history 
majors, history teachers need courses and 
professional development that focus on 
teaching and learning world history on a 

Figure 1: The most experienced world history teacher’s first card-sort map
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Figure 3: An experienced world history teacher’s second card-sort map  
(instructional organization)
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East 
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= 3 most historically significant events

Note: This teacher used some cards  
 more than once.

= most challenging for students

global scale, offering the knowledge and 
skills needed to create coherent and 
flexible organizational schemes for the 
history of the world. Knowledge of both 
particular events and possible connections 
spanning centuries, millennia, nations, 
continents, and hemispheres seems to 
enable teachers to develop and teach more 

meaningful connections.
World history teachers not only need 

multiple pictures of historical events, but 
also must be able to make connections 
between and among them for themselves 
and their students. In historian Emmanuel 
Ladurie’s terms, world history teachers 
need to be both parachutists (able to see 

the big picture) and truffle hunters (able to 
find the most salient facts).5 Pre- and 
in-service professional development should 
help teachers both float over the temporal-
spatial landscape to see historical facts at 
differing scales and put their noses to the 
ground to dig for important details. ☐

(Endnotes on page 38)
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By Deborah Loewenberg Ball and  
Francesca M. Forzani

Americans expect more than ever from their schools. 
With an eye on “high-performing” nations, policy-
makers and education leaders in the United States 
worry about our global competitiveness and the need 

to prepare our youth for the demands of the knowledge econ-

omy. High school graduation requirements are becoming 
tougher, and new and more complex learning goals are being 
instituted. At the same time, our education system is underper-
forming in terms of both what it produces and for whom; it is a 
system that has never guaranteed or delivered high-quality 
education to all students.1 In fact, it is not really a system at all: 
our schools vary significantly from one neighborhood to the 
next, there are more curricula than schools, and tests do not 
assess what students have been taught.2

Improving educational outcomes, and the schools respon-
sible for producing them, requires attention to many intercon-
nected factors, from standards, assessments, and curriculum, to 
parents, communities, families, social supports and services, and 
public resources.3 Nonetheless, students’ learning depends fun-
damentally on what happens inside the classroom as teachers and 
learners interact over the curriculum. Interventions must some-
how affect these instructional transactions in order to affect stu-
dents’ learning. Yet most policy recommendations remain far 
from this educational fulcrum. Most policymakers are more 

Deborah Loewenberg Ball is the dean of the University of Michigan 
School of Education, where she is also the William H. Payne Collegiate 
Professor and an Arthur F. Thurnau Professor. She has authored or 
coauthored over 150 publications, is an elected member of the National 
Academy of Education, and serves on the National Board for Education 
Sciences. Previously, she was an elementary classroom teacher for many 
years. Francesca M. Forzani is the associate director of the Teacher Edu-
cation Initiative in the University of Michigan School of Education. 
Previously, she taught high school English for four years in the Missis-
sippi Delta, where she was a Teach for America corps member. She also 
served on the staff of Teach for America’s summer training institute for 
three years. IL
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concerned with recruiting “better” teachers and developing new 
approaches to teacher evaluation and accountability than with 
building the infrastructure needed for high-quality instruction.4 
This strategy focuses on inputs (teacher “quality”) and gauges its 
success based on outputs (student achievement gains), without 
connecting the dots to ensure that what students do with those 
“better” teachers leads to improved learning. Because “better” is 
defined by bets such as academic background or commitment, 
rather than demonstrated instructional capability, it is not sur-
prising that this approach is neither reliable nor effective. It is a 
gamble, not a systematic strategy for intervening and improving 
learning and teaching inside classrooms. Because it is unreliable, 
some students win and others lose.

The Dynamics of Educational Improvement
Focusing directly on the development of instructional practice 
and its effects is not easy, however. one major shortcoming in our 
educational infrastructure has been the lack of a common cur-

riculum. A second has been an impoverished approach to sup-
porting teaching practice. These two are related, for any effort to 
develop and improve teaching is weakened when there is no 
agreement about what to teach.5 Taken together—no agreed-upon 
curriculum and no system for developing skilled teaching prac-
tice—hope for instructional improvement is slim. In this article, 
we propose a departure from inherited ideas about instruction 
and its improvement. our proposal shifts away from individual 
“style” and open-ended “learning from experience” as the build-
ing blocks of practice, and emphasizes instead the importance of 
common professional standards.

Given the strong individualistic culture that permeates teach-
ing and learning to teach in the United States,6 why might a shift 
to shared specific standards for professional practice be possible? 
The Common Core State Standards, which specify a set of learning 
goals in mathematics and English language arts, represent a 
watershed for this country.* They offer the possibility of a common 
foundation on which a stronger educational infrastructure could 
be built. And more Americans now understand that skillful teach-
ing is crucial for students’ success. Skillful teaching can make the 
difference between students being at the top of the class or the 
bottom, completing high school or dropping out.

of course, many policymakers seem to believe that good teach-
ing is an innate skill or a creative act, not something one can learn 
to do. This is both false and—if it were true—hopeless. The teach-
ing force numbers over 3.5 million. At this scale, thousands of 

regular people must learn to teach effectively. Even if some people 
teach effectively without training—and some do—there are sim-
ply not enough such “natural teachers” to fill every classroom in 
this country. And in the next few years, we will need about 1.7 
million new teachers. We would like them to be skillful in helping 
students learn.

To face this challenge, some argue that we should make it 
easier for people to enter the classroom, let almost anyone try 
their hand at teaching, and, with rigorous systems of evaluation, 
weed out those who prove ineffective. Using tools of labor eco-
nomics, others propose incentives to recruit “the best and the 
brightest” and salary schemes that pay for results. Although these 
strategies may sound sensible, none is sufficient to solve the core 
problem of ensuring that every teacher helps students succeed, 
because none focuses on the training and support needed to teach 
responsibly.

Teaching effectively depends on more than being smart and 
gaining experience. In no other skilled trade or profession would 
we leave performance so much to chance. We do not believe that 
flying an airplane, for example, depends on nothing more than 
a strong interest in and commitment to air travel, a dose of aca-
demic knowledge, and hit-or-miss experimentation on real 
passengers. Few people would travel on planes if such beliefs 
were the basis for pilots’ training. Neither would they tolerate 
such haphazard preparation for the practice of hairdressers, 
veterinarians, or surgeons. Yet somehow it has been tolerated 
for the practice of teaching children. It is at least as dangerous, 
and more unethical.

Herein lies the crux of the challenge: improving educational 
outcomes for young people depends on developing and supply-
ing skilled instructional practice. Such practice is complex and 
involves much that is not natural or intuitive. However, teaching 
is a large-scale occupation with high turnover.† Thus, we need a 
system that can enable large numbers of people to carry out this 
practice reliably and responsibly. For all children to experience 
high-quality instruction, we cannot depend on individual prac-
titioners making it up based on personal preference and inven-
tiveness. When teachers receive minimal preparation and are 
encouraged to follow their whims, children are put at risk. No 
profession or skilled trade that serves adult clients is so cavalier 
with preparation or so reluctant to set clear, shared standards of 
practice.

Ironically, this reluctance to specify skilled practice is a barrier 
to instructional improvement. The widely reinforced belief that 
teaching is a creative art, mostly learned on one’s own, impedes 
the possibility of substantial growth in knowledge and improve-
ment in practice. Collective knowledge, shared standards for 
practice, and common principles and protocols are the markers 
of a profession. Encouraged by the agreement on a common core 
of content for students’ learning in mathematics and English 
language arts, we propose, in parallel, a common core curriculum 
for teacher preparation.

Most policymakers are more concerned 
with recruiting “better” teachers than 
with building the infrastructure needed 
for high-quality instruction.

*To learn about these standards, see www.corestandards.org.

†Although many decry the fact that so many teachers leave the classroom after a few 
years, this is a complicated issue. In order to attract teachers, the occupation was 
designed to facilitate eased entry and, hence, weak occupational commitment.7 
Moreover, it was not designed to support professional advancement. To make 
teaching a long-term career for more people, more changes would be required than 
simply calling for better retention.
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A Common Core for Teaching Practice
To improve the quality of teaching across the entire United States, 
educators must establish a common core of fundamental profes-
sional knowledge and skill that can be taught to aspiring teachers, 
across all types of programs and pathways. This common content 
should include knowledge and skills on which novices can be 
assessed reliably in order to make decisions about their readiness 
for independent practice and for advancement. It also should 
serve as the foundation for ongoing professional training.

This common core should focus directly on the development 
of instructional practice.8 Although it should attend to the knowl-
edge and orientations that underlie effective teaching, the aca-
demic training should support the demands of the actual 
work—what teachers need to know in order to practice effectively 
and make good judgments. If new teachers must be able to help 
students learn to evaluate sources and write persuasive argu-
ments, explain the concept of gravity, develop young people’s 
capacity for civic engagement, and diagnose pupils’ difficulties 
with adding and subtracting fractions, then professional training 
must prepare teachers for these tasks, which are difficult to do 
well. Why would we ever think it reasonable for individual teach-
ers to devise ways to carry them out on their own? or for each new 
teacher to invent how to teach? If teachers fail to help significant 
numbers of their students learn, it may be because they do not 
receive sufficiently explicit professional training that would help 
them to do so. To blame the environment, the children, or their 
parents denies the efficacy of skilled professional practice and 
violates the fundamental ethical commitment of the teaching 
profession: to help every student succeed.

Along with our colleagues at the University of Michigan, we 
have worked for the past several years to identify a set of high-
leverage practices that underlie effective teaching. We also have 
been developing ways to teach these practices so they can serve 
as the foundation for the curriculum used in a variety of pathways 
to teaching.‡ We have defined high-leverage practices as “those 

activities of teaching which are essential; if they cannot discharge 
them competently, teachers are likely to face significant problems. 
Competent engagement in them would mean that teachers are 
well-equipped to develop other parts of their practice and become 
highly effective professionals.”9

In working to articulate these high-leverage practices, we 
sought to shift teachers’ training from an emphasis on knowledge 
and beliefs to a focus on judgment and action. A practice-focused 
curriculum for learning to teach would focus on the actual tasks 
and activities involved in the work. Such a curriculum would not 
settle for developing teachers’ beliefs and commitments. Because 
the knowledge that matters most is that which is used in practice, 
the professional curriculum would emphasize repeated oppor-
tunities to do the interactive work of teaching and to receive 
feedback—not just to talk about that work.

The identification of a common core of high-leverage teaching 
practices requires a specific description of skilled teaching prac-
tice. The fields of teaching and teacher education often seem 

preoccupied with adjectives for describing practice that distract 
from deliberate attention to the logical and ethical obligations of 
skillful teaching. Labels such as “effective,” “teacher directed,” 
“culturally responsive,” “inquiry-oriented,” “ambitious,” or 
“reform-oriented,” for example, are attempts to anchor instruc-
tion in a set of worthy commitments but say little about its specific 
entailments. Some center on the connection to student learning 
(e.g., “effective,” “ambitious”) while others emphasize surface 
features (e.g., “teacher-directed,” “reform-oriented”). But these 
terms are vague and can be misleading—instruction that attends 
closely to children’s ideas, for example, often involves a substan-
tial amount of work on the teacher’s part and might therefore be 
labeled “teacher-centered” as reasonably as “child-centered.” For 
the purposes of a core curriculum for learning to teach, we focus 
on responsible instructional practice keyed to a set of basic profes-
sional orientations.

Defining Instructional Practice

The fundamental professional imperatives of teaching are to help 
students master academic knowledge and skill, and to support 
their social and emotional development. Schools are, for many 
children, the primary opportunity for academic learning.

By “academic learning,” we do not mean a narrow collection 
of facts and procedural skills, assessed only by standardized tests. 
We mean conceptual understanding; the capacity for disciplined 

To improve the quality of teaching,  
educators must establish a common core 
of professional knowledge and skill that 
can be taught to aspiring teachers, across 
all types of programs and pathways.

‡To learn more about this work, which we call the Teacher Education Initiative, see 
http://sitemaker.umich.edu/tei/home.
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reasoning, analysis, argument, and critique; and the ability to 
communicate ideas and interact effectively with others. Academic 
goals for students include critical and creative thinking, and the 
ability to solve problems related to local, national, and global 
issues. Students also must develop the ability to use and adapt to 
rapidly changing technology, and to interact effectively in a global 
society. All of this requires factual knowledge and procedural 
skills, but it also challenges students to review, apply, and expand 
what they have learned in substantive ways.

Responsible instructional practice means working assiduously 
to help all students reach these goals, and seeking to minimize 
educational inequities. This includes skill in selecting, represent-
ing, and opening content for a wide range of students from many 
different backgrounds; establishing sensitive, respectful, and 
helpful relationships with all students and their families; and 
resourcefully using students’ out-of-school experiences. It is not 

enough for teachers to believe that all students are entitled to a 
high-quality education and that all students can learn; teachers 
must also have the skills to act on those beliefs in their teaching. 
Caring about students, although important, is insufficient for 
responsible practice. Skillful teaching involves facilitating in-
depth analysis of ideas through reading, writing, and discussion; 
scaffolding students’ knowledge and skill development through 
assignments and projects that require in-depth explanation, the 
sophisticated use of argument and evidence, and the strategic 
employment of technology; and encouraging growth in interper-
sonal skills through whole- and small-group work, oral argument, 
and other opportunities for social interaction.

The core work of instruction is to build bridges between stu-
dents and the subject being studied. School subjects and chil-
dren’s ideas about them are, consequently, of primary importance. 
Teachers must understand their subjects deeply and flexibly, and 
skillfully represent them in intellectually honest ways to a wide 
range of students. Care with the subject matter is central to stu-
dents’ futures. If teachers are casual about the impressions that 
students draw about the nature of a subject, they may lessen 
students’ engagement in the subject and detract from their learn-
ing. They may, for example, lead students to think that mathemat-
ics is not subject to reason, but is merely a series of mindless rules 
and formulas (or, just as bad, an endless game of guess and check). 
Similarly, if teachers are inattentive to important aspects of the 
ideas that they teach, students may develop misconceptions or 
distorted understandings of key concepts—many of which may 
interfere with the pursuit of more demanding learning goals later. 
An inadequately prepared history teacher, for instance, may gloss 
over debates about ideas or events, leading students to think that 
history is not subject to investigation and revision, but is just a 

series of dates 
to be memorized 
and irrelevant-seeming 
stories about white men. The responsibility to represent subject 
matter with integrity and care is at the heart of teachers’ obligation 
to help students learn.

To facilitate learning, teachers must know their students well—
not only their personalities and preferences, but also their ideas 
about subjects and their ways of thinking about them, including 
their intellectual habits, misconceptions, and interests. They must 
understand the ways in which students’ personal and cultural 
backgrounds bear on their work in school and be able to respond 
with appropriate instructional activities. This means skillfully 
eliciting, probing, and analyzing students’ thinking through verbal 
interactions and written work. It also means teaching students 
how to be “people who study in school”—learners who are dis-
posed toward questioning, skilled argument and discussion, and 
intellectual honesty, particularly in relation to specific school 
subjects.10 These are examples of what we mean by high-leverage 
practices.

Other Challenges: Lack of Knowledge, Grain Size, and 
Subject- and Context-Specificity

In addition to identifying the high-leverage practices at the heart 
of responsible teaching, constructing a common core for teaching 
presents other problems. Because the tasks and activities of 
responsible teaching are many and the time for teacher training 
and professional development is limited, we must identify those 
aspects of the work that are the most important for novices to 
learn to do well. Doing this requires addressing our collective lack 
of knowledge about teaching, questions of “grain size” (i.e., how 
detailed this work ought to be), and the subject- and context-
specific nature of teaching practice.

Identifying the core elements of teaching requires a special 
“decomposition of practice,”11 which is challenging because of our 
underdeveloped language of practice. From one teacher prepara-
tion program to the next and from one researcher to the next, the 
language used to describe teaching is neither precise nor com-

Teachers must understand their subjects 
deeply and flexibly, and skillfully  
represent them in intellectually honest 
ways to a wide range of students.
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mon. For example, although teachers use questions continually, 
no set of technical labels exists for particular types of questions 
within a content domain. Questions that teachers use to elicit 
students’ thinking—such as, “What have you found so far?” or 
“Can you explain how you got your answer?”—are different from 
ones they might use to challenge or extend their students’ think-
ing—such as, “What if an older student said that 8/8 is greater than 
5/5 because there are more pieces?” Similarly, even widely used 
words like “curriculum” and “scaffolding” mean different things 
to different people. A precise, shared technical language about 
instructional practice would enable much faster progress in 
research and thinking about teaching.

A related challenge is finding an appropriate grain size at 
which to identify and name the work of teaching. A high-leverage 
practice must be small enough to be clearly visible in practice, but 
not so small as to atomize it. In other professions, from aviation 
to medicine to cosmetology, professionals are trained to carry out 
specific elements of their work that have been articulated at a 
useful grain size. For example, prospective pilots are trained to 
execute takeoffs, landings, and turns, not just given basic advice; 
medical students are taught how to conduct a physical examina-
tion and dress a wound; hair stylists learn to precisely cut different 
textures and lengths of hair and to add highlights with care. Guid-
ance for teaching practice, however, is often much less specific. 
Saying that teachers should “differentiate instruction” for different 
learners or “motivate” students or “connect with students’ every-
day experience” is to articulate principles or goals, not the detailed 
skills and steps required to achieve them.

In decomposing and naming high-leverage practices around 
which consensus could be built, another problem that must be 
faced is the content- and context-specific nature of teaching. 
Regarding the content-specific nature of teaching,12 take, for 
example, the asking of questions. Precision about the purposes 
and framing of questions, as well as their real-time posing and 
sequencing, is a high-leverage practice. So is eliciting and inter-
preting students’ understanding. However, both of these practices 
are tied intimately to specific subject-matter content. A good 
question in a history class is not the same as one in a mathematics 
lesson. History teachers ask students to evaluate the credibility of 
different sources and consider factors that shape their reliability. 
Mathematics teachers request and support mathematical expla-
nations, which are not the same as either historical or scientific 
explanations. Asking students to explain why an odd number plus 
an odd number always equals an even number is different from 
asking a question about sources or about experimental results. 
Designing a prompt to assess students’ developing abilities to 
write a comparative essay is different from constructing a task to 
elicit students’ learning about a specific scientific idea, such as 
force or light.

Regarding the context-specific nature of teaching, a key issue 
is the unique cultural context of each classroom. Leading a whole-
class discussion of themes in Toni Morrison’s Beloved depends 
on context: because students’ experiences and relationships to 
the text differ, the instructional work is not the same in a suburban 
Connecticut classroom as in a classroom in rural Mississippi. 
Students are likely to interpret the text differently, to interact dif-
ferently with it and one another, and to react in distinctive ways 
to its language and imagery. Consequently, the resources avail-

able to and demands on the teacher would differ from one context 
to the next. Expectations and norms for communicating with 
parents and colleagues might also vary depending on the com-
munity in which a school is located and on the policy context 
bearing on a particular school system.

Toward a Common Core Curriculum for 
Responsible Practice
Whereas other professions have been able to decompose practice, 
agree on the most important knowledge and skills, and develop, 
support, and assess them, teaching has not. This is our challenge, 
and our time to overcome it is now.

We must identify the tasks of teaching that are so important 
that skillfully executing them is fundamental to effective teaching. 
Examples include being able to figure out and respond to what 
students say, launch a task in class, check quickly on students’ 

understanding, conduct a class discussion, or call a parent about 
a difficult situation.

In contrast, a high-leverage practice is the ability to recognize 
key patterns of thinking, ideas, and misconceptions that students 
in a specific grade level typically have when they encounter a 
given idea. Elementary mathematics teachers should be able to 
examine students’ solutions to a complex subtraction problem 
and recognize how students arrived at their answers (right or 
wrong). Teachers must be able to probe whether correct answers 
represent valid understanding, and have good sense about when 
to check. Middle school English teachers should be able to recog-
nize why some populations of students consistently use forms of 
subject-verb agreement that differ from academic English, and 
they should have effective strategies for teaching students how 
and when to use academic English. Elementary science teachers 
should know that the process of photosynthesis frequently con-
fuses fifth-graders, and they should understand why. Not all com-
mon patterns of student thinking involve errors; teachers should 
be able to recognize common ways that students think about 
content, including predictable developments they make as they 
grow. For example, when young children begin to “count on” (i.e., 
know instantly that there are nine items when one is added to a 
set of eight that they have already counted, as compared with their 
earlier practice of counting all over again), teachers should imme-
diately recognize this significant step. Teachers should also have 
relevant cultural and social knowledge. For instance, urban Afri-
can American adolescents are likely to have deep experience of 
word play that can enhance their ability to engage in complex 
literary analysis,13 and middle schoolers’ social preoccupations 

With a practice-focused curriculum for 
learning to teach, prospective teachers 
would learn to use high-leverage  
practices to teach high-leverage content, 
much of it derived from the Common 
Core State Standards.

(Continued on page 38)
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Ask The CogniTive sCienTisT

Can Teachers Increase  
Students’ Self-Control?

How does the mind work—and especially how does it learn? Teach-
ers’ instructional decisions are based on a mix of theories learned 
in teacher education, trial and error, craft knowledge, and gut 
instinct. Such knowledge often serves us well, but is there anything 
sturdier to rely on?

Cognitive science is an interdisciplinary field of researchers from 
psychology, neuroscience, linguistics, philosophy, computer science, 
and anthropology who seek to understand the mind. In this regular 
American Educator column, we consider findings from this field 
that are strong and clear enough to merit classroom application.

By Daniel T. Willingham

Question: Some children seem to have very little difficulty staying 
on task, but others, try as they might, get distracted easily. And 

those seem to be the same students whose tempers flair at what 
seem to be small provocations. Why is it that some children have 
so much trouble controlling themselves? Is there anything I can 
do to help them?

Answer: Among cognitive scientists, this quality is usually 
called “self-regulation” and it has been the subject of intense 
study in the last five years. The idea is that there is often a rapid, 
automatic response to a situation, but that automatic response 
may not be the one that the individual, upon reflection, would 
want to make. Self-regulation refers to the ability to inhibit the 
automatic response and to do something else; more generally, 
it refers to the ability to control one’s emotions, to control atten-
tion and other cognitive processes, and to plan and control 
behavior. This capacity turns out to have enormous conse-
quences for academic and social success. And, as teachers 
observe daily, children differ widely in how much of this capac-
ity they seem to have. Recent research indicates that teachers 
can help students—especially students having the most trou-
ble—by providing an organized classroom environment, and 
by removing elements in the environment that can trigger 
impulsive behavior.

Daniel T. Willingham is a professor of cognitive psychology at the Univer-
sity of Virginia. His most recent book, Why Don’t Students Like School?, 
is designed to help teachers apply research on the mind to the classroom 
setting. For his articles on education, go to www.danielwillingham.com. 
Readers can pose specific questions to “Ask the Cognitive Scientist,” Amer-
ican Educator, 555 New Jersey Ave. N.W., Washington, DC 20001, or to 
amered@aft.org. Future columns will try to address readers’ questions.IL
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W hat do the following three scenarios have in 
common? 

•	 Construction workers pour cement for a side-
walk outside your fifth-grade classroom, clearly 

visible through the windows, but Vincent manages to ignore 
this interesting scene and focus on his work.

•	 Fourteen-year-old Rosalind practices her piano scale exercises 
faithfully, even though she’d rather hang out with her friends, 
because she dreams of playing Chopin.

•	 Malik has been carefully building a block structure for five 
minutes when another preschooler walks by and accidentally 
knocks it over. Malik manages to swallow his disappointment 
and starts to build the structure again.

In each scenario, the child is show-
ing self-regulation. Self-regulation 
refers to being able to control and plan 
emotions, cognitions, and behaviors.1 
Each child has an automatic inclina-
tion to do one thing—watch the con-
struction workers, socialize with 
friends, mourn the fallen tower—but 
overcomes that impulse and chooses 
to do something else that serves longer-
term goals.2 

It seems obvious that self-regulation 
would be a prized trait. But researchers 
interested in understanding self-regu-
lation (and trying to boost it) quickly 
run into complications. The three 
examples provided above seem to have 
something in common, but it’s easy to see some differences as 
well. Vincent is regulating his attention in the face of external 
distractions. Some researchers have emphasized this feature of 
self-regulation, and measure it with laboratory tasks that require 
rapid shifts of attention.3 A related idea is that self-regulation can 
be measured via the successful inhibition of responses that would 
come naturally or automatically. For example, in the Head-Toes-
Knees-Shoulders task,4 preschoolers are asked to touch a body 
part when the experimenter names a different body part (e.g., to 
touch their toes when the experimenter says “knees,” and to touch 
their knees when the experimenter says “toes”). 

other researchers have emphasized emotional regulation like 
that shown by Malik. It would not be ethical to frustrate small 
children for the sake of observing their reactions, so emotional 
regulation is sometimes measured by observing children in natu-
ral situations, and more often via a parental questionnaire.5 Par-
ents (or teachers) are asked to reflect on a child’s typical behavior, 
and to rate a series of statements for how well they apply to the 
child: for example, “Tends to fall to pieces under stress,” and “Is 
easily irritated.”

Still other researchers have thought of self-regulation as more 
like Rosalind’s piano practice. They have emphasized the ability 
to delay gratification; that is, to persist in a task that is unrewarding 
in anticipation of a greater reward in the future. A landmark study 
of delayed gratification among preschoolers was conducted by 
Walter Mischel.6 A child was left alone in a room with a treat such 

as a marshmallow. He could, at any time, ring a bell to summon 
the experimenter, and then he would be allowed to eat the marsh-
mallow. But if the child could refrain from eating the marshmal-
low until the experimenter returned on her own, a second 
marshmallow would be added and the child could eat both. Thus, 
like Rosalind, the child had the choice of having something plea-
surable immediately, or forgoing it in anticipation of gaining an 
even greater reward later.

Finally, some researchers have trusted that when you describe 
self-regulation, people know what you mean. People generally 
feel confident in judging whether an individual is rather impulsive 
or more measured in his or her responses. These judgments seem 
to be correct, or at the very least, there is agreement among them: 
kindergarten teachers’ ratings of their students’ self-regulation 

agree pretty well with the ratings of 
the same children by their first-grade 
teacher a year later.7 And, perhaps 
more surprisingly, people seem to be 
honest when asked to rate their own 
self-regulation; self-ratings corre-
spond with ratings provided (anony-
mously) by friends and coworkers.8

Are we really talking about the 
same thing in these various examples 
of self-regulation? To some extent, 
yes. Recent studies have adminis-
tered a variety of self-regulation tests 
to the same set of individuals to test 
the obvious prediction: if the tests all 
measure the same thing, then indi-
viduals scoring well on one should 
score well on the others, and indi-

viduals scoring poorly on one will score poorly on the others. Dif-
ferent measures of self-regulation are associated, but only 
moderately so.9 In addition, neuroscientists have pointed out that 
different self-regulation tasks seem to depend on the same parts of 
the brain (more specifically, the prefrontal cortex controlling sub-
cortical regions, which are associated with reward and emotion). 
This anatomic commonality is some indication that these diverse 
tasks are somewhat related.10 For the sake of simplicity, I will talk 
about these perhaps different types of self-regulation as though 
they are the same thing.

Why is self-regulation good,  
and where does it come from?
The usefulness of self-regulation seems intuitive, and indeed, 
higher levels of self-regulation are associated with a variety of 
positive outcomes in schooling. Controlling for other factors (such 
as family income, parents’ education, and the like), preschoolers 
with good self-regulation have higher levels of school readiness—
they are more likely to come to school physically healthy, with 
age-appropriate social and emotional functioning, and with a 
good attitude toward learning.11 Good self-regulation in preschool 
predicts reading and math proficiency in kindergarten, over and 
above intelligence,12 but poor self-regulation is associated with a 
greater likelihood of expulsion from preschool classrooms.13

The association of self-regulation and academic achievement 
continues into elementary school14 and middle school.15 We might 

Good self-regulation in 
preschool predicts reading 

and math proficiency in 
kindergarten, over and 

above intelligence.
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wonder whether this association is just a byproduct of the student-
teacher relationship; kids who are low in self-regulation are more 
likely to have behavior problems, whereas kids who are high in 
self-regulation are probably better liked by their teachers—little 
wonder that the latter learn more. But studies show that even 
when one accounts for these factors, self-regulation is still a strong 
predictor of academic achievement.16

Teachers’ ratings of kids’ self-regulation are also associated 
with children’s social competence, including measures of their 
empathy,17 as well as the extent to which they take classroom rules 
to heart18 and show socially appropriate behavior.19 Further, a lack 
of inhibitory control is associated with social problems. Students 
who are low in self-regulation are at greater risk for persistent 
disobedience, aggression, and temper tantrums.20 In teens, poor 
self-regulation is associated with delinquency, drug and alcohol 
abuse, and risky sexual behavior.21

Given that it is so desirable, how 
can we help our students improve 
their self-regulation? To answer that 
question, we must first understand its 
source. one’s success in self-regula-
tion is partly due to genetics—you 
inherit a propensity toward impulsiv-
ity or self-regulation from your par-
ents.22 But that’s only part of the story, 
and it’s important to bear in mind that 
inherited traits can be changed. on 
occasion, people think of genetics as 
predestination, but consider that 
height is highly heritable—tall parents 
tend to have tall kids, and short par-
ents short kids—but height is also 
susceptible to environmental factors. 
We grow to greater or lesser height 
depending on nutrition. In the case of 
self-regulation, the “nutrition” concerns the nature of the home 
and of parenting practices. In particular, two broad factors emerge 
as important in parenting: emotional support and cognitive 
support.

Several studies indicate that emotional supports from par-
ents—meaningful praise,* affection, sensitivity to the child’s 
needs, and encouragement—are associated with more successful 
self-regulation, and their opposites—criticism, coldness, indiffer-
ence to the child’s needs, and physical or verbal control—are 
associated with poor self-regulation in the child.23 In studies like 
these, parent-child interaction is typically measured through 
direct observation. The researcher might visit the home, or the 
parent and child might come to the laboratory and be asked to 
perform a collaborative task, such as assembling a figure from 
Legos. Whether at home or in the lab, the parent-child interaction 
is categorized on several dimensions, using a set coding scheme 
(which is somewhat similar to a detailed rubric that a teacher may 
use to assess students’ presentations). This finding—that parental 
warmth is associated with the child’s self-regulation—comple-
ments other work showing that positive interactions with adults 

help children understand their own emotional experiences, the 
emotional experiences of others, and how to interact in a respon-
sive, sensitive manner.24 

In addition to emotional support, studies show that cognitive 
support from parents is also important. As you might expect, one 
source of cognitive support is intellectual stimulation from par-
ents (e.g., posing questions to the child, using complex sentence 
structures) and intellectual resources in the home (e.g., books, 
engaging toys). other data show that kids gain self-regulation 
skills when their parents encourage them to be autonomous, and 
provide support for that autonomy.25 Somewhat more subtle is 
the cognitive support that comes from the principles of behavior 
and limits that parents set. Children appear to develop better self-
regulation skills in homes where there are well-structured and 
consistent rules.26 We might speculate that when the daily routine 

inside the home is predictable (and 
both the rules and their enforcement 
are predictable), children are more 
likely to adjust their own behavior to 
conform to the routine, and that 
repeated practice in this sort of 
a d j u s t m e n t  y i e l d s  l o n g - t e r m 
increases in self-regulation. The 
bending of one’s own wishes to the 
rules of the house constitutes practice 
in self-regulation.

This research is still relatively new; 
a detailed picture of the particular 
influences that shape self-regulation 
is not yet apparent. It is difficult to be 
more specific about which features of 
an emotionally warm and cognitively 
supportive home are crucial, because 
many features of such homes are 
themselves correlated, making it dif-

ficult to pinpoint the influence of any one of them.27 The influence 
of different parenting practices is also difficult to specify, because 
parenting does not just affect kids—kids affect parenting prac-
tices. That is, different children elicit different parenting strategies 
from the same parents.28 Parents often feel that they had a pretty 
well-thought-out philosophy of parenting, but then the children 
came along with different plans! Thus, we can easily imagine a 
situation in which kids have (perhaps small) differences in self-
regulation due to genetic factors, and these small differences lead 
parents to make different choices in parenting strategies, which 
in turn influence the child’s behavior, which then influences the 
parents, and so on.

What can teachers do?
Students begin preschool with a set of self-regulation skills that 
are a product of their genetic inheritance and their family environ-
ment. Can their experiences at school change their self-regulation, 
for better or worse?

There have been some promising attempts to write school cur-
ricula that improve self-regulation in children. one example is 
Tools of the Mind, an early childhood program comprised of 40 
activities meant to improve a set of three mental functions, one of 
which is self-regulation. (The others are working memory—the 

Students who are low in 
self-regulation are at 

greater risk for persistent 
disobedience.

*To find out what constitutes meaningful praise, see “How Praise Can Motivate—or 
Stifle,” which I wrote for the Winter 2005–2006 issue of American Educator:  
www.aft.org/newspubs/periodicals/ae/winter0506/willingham.cfm. 
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undergone the training.34 Students who started the year with aver-
age or better self-regulation skills showed no special advantage 
from being in these classrooms. (All students did improve, as self-
regulation would be expected to improve with age.) These findings 
dovetail with earlier findings that students learn more in class-
rooms that are well organized,35 and that teachers who devote 
more time to classroom organization in the fall have more stu-
dent-managed activities in the spring.36

Thus, in the final analysis, the factors that improve self-regu-
lation in the home—warmth, organization, and predictability— 
also seem to be important in classrooms. Children learn to 
self-regulate through practice. A well-organized classroom 
requires that children practice inhibiting their own moment-to-
moment desires in favor of acting in accordance with the pace set 
by the teacher. In addition, a well-organized classroom minimizes 

chaos and distractions. But with all 
this talk of organization, let’s not 
imagine a police state—warmth is 
just as important, both to the ben-
efit of the classroom atmosphere, 
and to help students learn empathy 
and emotional regulation. The fact 
that students with initially poor self-
regulation benefit most indicates 
that these children are learning at 
school something that other chil-
dren learned at home. 

Creating an organized class-
room with a warm atmosphere is 
something that every teacher strives 
for; knowing that it may have a posi-
tive impact on students’ self-regu-
lation may put it even higher on a 
teacher’s (long) list of priorities. But 
improving classroom organization 
and atmosphere is also a long-term 
project. Are there strategies avail-
able in the short term that can help 
students better self-regulate? A dif-
ferent body of research is relevant 

to this question, and it does offer some suggestions. Researchers 
have posed the following relevant question: when confronted with 
a challenge to self-regulation—for example, a dieter offered a 
sumptuous dessert—what factors in the immediate environment 
predict whether self-regulation will reign, or whether the dieter 
will succumb to temptation? Researchers have identified three 
factors that predict yielding: negative emotions, lapses, and cue 
exposure. Let’s briefly explore each, then turn to the possible 
implications for the classroom.

Negative emotions such as anger, depression, stress, or frustra-
tion are likely to make adults act impulsively.37 When people are 
upset, they are more likely to overindulge in food38 or alcohol,39 
or to abuse drugs.40 They are more likely to act aggressively,41 to 
impulsively spend too much money,42 or to engage in risky sexual 
behavior.43 Even just being tired makes adults more likely to lie.44 

Negative emotions seem to make people act in the moment, and 
to disregard future consequences. The reason is not known with 
any certainty; it’s been suggested that the negative emotion draws 

mental “space” in which thought happens—and cognitive flexibil-
ity, that is, the ability to adjust to change.) The 40 activities include, 
for example, dramatic play, aids to improve memory, activities 
that encourage collaborative turn-taking, and activities meant to 
encourage talking to oneself as a self-regulatory strategy. The cur-
riculum takes up 80 percent of the school day, and interventions 
of one or two years have been shown to have positive effects on 
children’s self-regulation.29 Another example that helps develop 
self-regulation while focusing on social and emotional learning 
is the Promoting Alternative Thinking Strategies curriculum for 
preschool and elementary school children.30 These two programs 
have some evidence of effectiveness, but more research needs to 
be done.

Suppose a teacher wants to improve the self-regulation of the 
children in her classroom, and she is not free to adopt a wholesale 
curriculum (or is not sure she wants 
to do so). What steps might she 
take?

Several studies indicate that 
teachers actually have minimal 
impact on the development of chil-
dren’s self-regulation.31 But these 
overall effects may be minimal 
because schooling affects self-reg-
ulation for just a subset of children 
(since those who come to school 
with good self-regulation will show 
no improvement in the studies). 
one study32 that did find that teach-
ers can have an impact focused on 
kindergartners who, at age 15 
months, had been categorized as 
“socially bold” (which previous 
studies have found is an indicator 
that children are more likely to be 
off task in kindergarten). The 
researchers categorized the teach-
ers as sensitive, overcontrolling, or 
detached. Sensitive teachers were 
consistent, positive, warm, and 
appropriately responsive to children’s cues. overcontrolling 
teachers imposed their own learning agenda on children without 
heeding their cues. Detached teachers were frequently unaware 
of what children were doing, and responded only halfheartedly 
when the children needed adult supervision. When paired with 
an overcontrolling or detached teacher, kids who had been 
socially bold at 15 months were likely to be off task and to act in 
impulsive, inappropriate ways. But if paired with a sensitive 
teacher, these children showed fewer negative behaviors, less time 
off task, and more self-reliance. In short, teachers can have an 
impact on the kids who need it most. 

Similar results were observed in a more recent study of first-
graders.33 An intervention with their teachers emphasized (1) 
improving planning and organization, (2) making classroom 
management more consistent, and (3) facilitating students’ inde-
pendent and small-group work. As in the study just described, it 
was only students who started the year with poor self-regulation 
who were helped by being in the classroom of a teacher who had 

The factors that improve 
self-regulation in the home—
warmth, organization, and 
predictability—also seem to 
be important in classrooms.
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much of their attention, and so compromises decision making,45 

or that indulging provides short-term relief from anxiety, and so 
seems rational in the moment.46

A second problem for self-regulation is lapses (that is, “falling 
off the wagon”). It is familiar to us in the form of the dieter eating 
a brownie or the reforming alcoholic having a drink; once the 
abstainer has lapsed, it seems not only easy to lapse again, but 
pointless to abstain any longer. This phenomenon has been 
repeated several times in the laboratory. If subjects can eat as 
much or as little as they care to during the experiment, dieters will 
eat less than nondieters, as one might expect. But if, as part of the 
experiment, everyone is required to eat a high calorie food, dieters 
don’t eat less in order to compensate for the calories just con-
sumed. on the contrary, 
dieters in that situation eat 
more than nondieters.47

A third feature of the 
environment that can make 
self-regulation challenging is 
cues (that is, subtle or overt 
reminders of the appeal of 
the thing to be avoided). 
Simply put, if I’m dieting, it’s 
harder for me to turn down a 
sundae if I actually see it.48 
The visual appeal might 
make me think about how 
marvelous it would taste. 
Similarly, actually seeing 
drugs or drug paraphernalia 
makes it more likely that 
substance abusers wil l 
relapse.49

These three factors that 
confound self-regulation—
negative emotions, lapses, 
and cues—suggest some 
classroom changes that might help students. First, teachers can 
try to be mindful of the effect of negative emotions on students’ 
ability to self-regulate. When a student does act impulsively, a 
calm, warm correction and redirection of the student is more 
likely to prevent further impulsive acts than a rebuke that makes 
the student feel bad. In addition, teachers should expect that a 
student who is depressed or is having a hard time at home will 
have more difficulty working on his own, controlling his temper, 
and other tasks that require self-regulation. The student might 
need more support from the environment—a quiet environment 
in which to work, for example, or more monitoring and guidance 
than other students on independent work. Needless to say, such 
support must be provided in a sensitive manner so that the stu-
dent does not feel singled out among her peers.

The data on negative emotions also provide some insight into 
what can be the cyclical nature of misbehavior. Many misbehav-
iors—fighting, teasing, breaking rules—are associated with nega-
tive emotions, and negative emotions reduce the ability to 
self-regulate. For example, the child who gets in a fight will be 
angry and probably frustrated. When the fight is broken up, those 
negative emotions will make it harder for the child to do anything 

requiring self-regulation—including staying out of another fight.
The finding that lapses can lead to people more or less giving 

up their attempts to self-regulate points again to the importance 
of the student-teacher relationship. With a warm, trusting rela-
tionship in place, the teacher will have the credibility to encourage 
the student to put the lapse behind him, and to resolve again to 
behave as he knows he should: attend to his work, refrain from 
fighting, or avoid whatever the trouble spot may be.

The importance of cues in self-regulation failures yields a 
straightforward classroom application: get rid of the cues. In his 
celebrated marshmallow study, Mischel noted that the children 
who did not eat the marshmallow often used a strategy of elimi-
nating the cue: they turned around in their seats, for example, so 

that the marshmallow was 
no longer visible, and thus, 
less tempting. I once visited 
a first-grade classroom that 
had just acquired a rabbit as 
a class pet. In the hour I was 
there, children sitting near 
the bunny found it almost 
impossible to concentrate 
on anything else. When I 
visited the next week, the 
teacher had hung an attrac-
tive wall hanging from the 
ceiling, hiding the rabbit’s 
cage. Problem solved. When 
students are distracted, it’s 
always worth considering 
removing the distraction 
altogether,  rather than 
counting on the students to 
ignore it. More generally, 
when there is a trigger in the 
environment that prompts 
poor self-regulation in one 

or more students, it’s worth weighing the pros and cons of remov-
ing the trigger.

Helping students better self-regulate is a daunting task 
because it seems such a personal, permanent quality 
of an individual. But researchers have shown that it is 
open to change, and they also have shown that good 

self-regulation is associated with a broad spectrum of positive 
academic and social outcomes, and that poor self-regulation is 
associated with greater risk for correspondingly bad outcomes. 
These facts highlight the urgency for teachers to do all they can to 
help students grow in this area. ☐
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“Paul Revere’s Ride”
Awakening Abolitionists

By Jill Lepore

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow used to be both the best-
known poet in the English-speaking world and the 
most beloved, adored by the learned and the lowly 
alike, read by everyone from Nathaniel Hawthorne 

and Abraham Lincoln to John Ruskin and Queen Victoria—and, 
just as avidly, by the queen’s servants. “Paul Revere’s Ride” is 
Longfellow’s best-known poem. It begins at a trot:

Listen, my children, and you shall hear
of the midnight ride of Paul Revere.

It clips (“impatient to mount and ride, / Booted and spurred, 

with a heavy stride”); it clops (“impetuous, stamped the earth, / 
And turned and tightened his saddle-girth”); then it gallops—

A hurry of hoofs in a village street,
A shape in the moonlight, a bulk in the dark,
And beneath, from the pebbles, in passing, a spark
Struck out by a steed flying fearless and fleet

—until, at last, it stops:

So through the night rode Paul Revere;
And so through the night went his cry of alarm
To every Middlesex village and farm,—
A cry of defiance and not of fear,
A voice in the darkness, a knock at the door,
And a word that shall echo forevermore!

Generations of American schoolchildren have memorized 
these lines and recited them in class, sweating it out, which is why 
Longfellow is known as a schoolroom poet. “Dear Mr. Longfellow: 
I am a little girl nine years old. I have learned some of your poems 
and love them very much,” wrote Berta Shaffer from ohio in 1880. 
This is, no doubt, a kind of acclaim. But for a poet’s literary reputa-
tion, to be read by children—and especially to be loved by chil-
dren—is the sweet, sloppy kiss of death. Beginning even before 
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the rise of New Criticism, literary scholars have paid almost no 
attention to Longfellow, dismissing “Paul Revere’s Ride” as just 
another cloying Longfellow poem, ho-hum and dum-de-dum-
de-dum-de-dum, a piece of 19th-century romantic nationalism, 
drippy, contemptible, silly. “Rarely has so respected a writer been 
so discredited by posterity,” as the literary historian Lawrence 
Buell once put it. 

Harvard literature professor, a scholar of poetry, and editor and 
translator of a landmark anthology, The Poets and Poetry of Europe 
(1845), Longfellow could speak eight languages and read more 
than a dozen. His own poems are thick with allusions, especially 
of the classical sort. But they were also so singularly accessible 
and so overwhelmingly popular that he has been blamed, prepos-
terously, for the death of poetry, as if readers reared on Longfellow 
were ruined forever for anything tougher. He worked hard to make 
poetry look easy; his success was his failure. 

Worse, his work has been described as “maternal,” which of 
course, does no one’s work any good, the maternal being gener-
ally and viciously thought to be opposed, at least since the 
Enlightenment, to the intellectual. Anyone who could possibly 
like Longfellow, the argument goes, is a twit.

That Longfellow has been neglected, and relegated to the 
domestic, the maternal, and the juvenile, means that he was never 
subjected to the scrutiny of New Historicists. If he had been, they 
might have picked up on something strange about “Paul Revere’s 
Ride,” which is that one way of reading it is as a poem less about 
liberty and Paul Revere, and more about slavery and John Brown.

This story starts in 1837, the year Longfellow arrived at 
Harvard, where he met the future senator Charles Sum-
ner, four years his junior, who was lecturing at the law 
school. Longfellow and Sumner became best friends 

and remained best friends for the rest of their lives. The historian 
Frederick Blue, who has carefully documented their friendship, 
calls them an odd couple, which gets it just about right: Sumner 
was dogmatic and abrasive, even ferocious; Longfellow was gentle 
and retiring and contented, a famously nice man. Sumner pur-
sued politics; politics made Longfellow cringe. They divided their 
talents. They once posed together for a portrait; it is titled The 
Politics and Poetry of New England. Everyone knew which was 
which.

At the beginning of 1842, Longfellow entertained Charles Dick-
ens during his American tour; he took him to Boston’s North End 
to see Copp’s Hill and the old North Church. Not long after, Long-
fellow sailed for Europe. (“I am desolate,” Sumner wrote, at Long-
fellow’s departure.) In London, Longfellow again ran into Dickens 
and listened to him fulminate over slavery and American hypoc-
risy. Meanwhile Sumner, back in the States, had become an ardent 
abolitionist. He wrote to Longfellow, begging him to put his pen 
to the cause. “Write some stirring words that shall move the whole 
land,” Sumner urged. “Send them home, and we will publish 
them.” Longfellow obliged; on the return sea voyage, he wrote 
seven poems in his cabin during “stormy, sleepless nights.” His 
Poems on Slavery was published later that year—they’re not that 
stormy. Longfellow had no appetite for combat and no interest in 
attacking slave owners (that was for Sumner to do); instead, he 
wrote mournfully—modern readers would say mawkishly—about 
the plight of slaves. His poems on slavery were, in his view, “so 

mild that even a Slaveholder might read them without losing his 
appetite for breakfast.” Still, he was proud of them.

Longfellow is often considered to have held himself above 
politics, but really, he was afraid of it. He had little taste for politi-
cal speech—even Sumner’s—and less for the fray. Longfellow may 
not have taken up politics in his poetry, but he followed it closely, 
and his diary is full of references to slavery and sectionalism and, 
after 1850, to the Fugitive Slave Act. (“If anybody wants to break a 
law, let him break the Fugitive-slave Law,” he wrote. “That is all it 
is fit for.”) His account books, too, are filled with references to 
slavery: month by month, year after year, in dozens and dozens of 
carefully recorded entries, Longfellow noted sums of money given 
to black newspapers, black schools, black churches, and, espe-

cially, to fugitive slaves. In 1854, for instance, his accounts include 
these items:

Jan. 25—For Slaves 3.00
Feb. 16—Slaves in Canada 5.00
March 29—Negro Church Buffalo
June 23—Mr. Spence Negro School 3.00

“June 13—To free a slave 5.00,” he wrote in his account book 
for 1856, and “Dec.—To ransom Slave 3.00,” two years later. Long-
fellow used some of the money he made writing poems to buy 
men, women, and children their freedom.

The day John Brown was to be hanged, Longfellow wrote in his 
diary: “The second of December, 1859. This will be a great day in 
our history; the date of a new Revolution,—quite as much needed 
as the old one. Even now as I write, they are leading old John 
Brown to execution in Virginia for attempting to rescue slaves! 
This is sowing the wind to reap the whirlwind, which will come 
soon.”

This is Longfellow, an almost maddeningly restrained and 
genteel man, at his most ardent. Was there a way he could do his 
part, in his timid manner? John Brown had started “a new Revolu-
tion.” Longfellow, writing poems about history, got to thinking 
about the old one.

“Paul Revere’s Ride” was published in the Atlantic 
Monthly in January 1861. The issue appeared on 
newsstands in Boston on December 20, the day 
South Carolina seceded from the Union. The 

poem was read at the time as a call to arms, rousing northerners 
to action, against what Charles Sumner called the “Slaveocracy”—

“Paul Revere’s Ride” echoes lines from 
Longfellow’s Poems on Slavery—poems 
full of fugitive slaves riding through the 
night, calling out, bearing witness,  
singing what Longfellow calls “songs  
of liberty.”
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“a warning voice” waking those who would concede to barbarism 
from what George Sumner (Charles’s brother) called “their pre-
cious Sunday slumbers.” This meaning was once popularly under-
stood—and taught. A public school manual from 1913 reminded 
teachers that in order for students to understand “Paul Revere’s 
Ride,” they had to know “enough about the Civil War to grasp the 
purpose Mr. Longfellow had in writing the poem.” That meaning 
has been forgotten. And the poem can also be read as concerning 
not just the coming war, but slavery itself: “Paul Revere’s Ride” is, 
in one sense, a fugitive slave narrative.

During the weeks Longfellow was writing “Paul Revere’s Ride,” 

the plight of slaves was very much on his mind. He was attending 
lectures by Frederick Douglass. He was listening to George Sum-
ner condemn the Supreme Court’s decision in Dred Scott. He was 
fervently reading speeches given by Charles Sumner. He was cast-
ing his vote for Lincoln. He was sympathizing with John Brown. 
Fearful of politics, Longfellow was, nevertheless, wishing he could 
do his part, quietly, gently, poetically. “I long to say some vibrant 
word, that should have vitality in it, and force,” he had written to 
Charles Sumner. And there is more: much in “Paul Revere’s Ride” 
echoes lines from Longfellow’s Poems on Slavery—especially “The 
Slave’s Dream,” “The Slave Singing at Midnight,” “The Witnesses,” 
and “The Warning”—poems full of fugitive slaves riding through 
the night, haunted by the dead, hurrying through the darkness, 
calling out, bearing witness, singing what Longfellow calls (in “The 
Slave in the Dismal Swamp”) “songs of liberty.”

Longfellow’s historical sources for his account of Revere’s ride 
appear to have been limited and, of course, the poem wasn’t 
meant to be accurate. Longfellow loved lore. He began “Hiawatha”: 
“Should you ask me, whence these stories? / Whence these leg-
ends and traditions, / . . . I should answer, I should tell you, / ‘From 
the forests and the prairies.’ ” He had, though, seen at least one 
old document: a letter written by Paul Revere in 1798 to Jeremy 
Belknap, founder of the Massachusetts Historical Society, describ-
ing the night of April 18, 1775. Longfellow almost certainly read 
this letter because it was published in october 1832 in New Eng-
land Magazine, in the same issue in which a very early poem of 
Longfellow’s appeared.

Revere described starting out in Boston: “I . . . went to the north 
part of the town, where I had kept a Boat; two friends rowed me 
across the Charles River, a little to the eastward where the Somer-

set Man-of-War lay. It was then young flood, the ship was winding, 
and the moon was rising. They landed me in the Charlestown 
side.” Longfellow, starting out his poem, stays close to Revere’s 
account:

. . . with muffled oar
Silently rowed to the Charlestown shore,
Just as the moon rose over the bay,
Where swinging wide at her moorings lay
The Somerset, British man-of-war;

But then he leaves Revere’s description behind. His ship takes 
on a different cast:

A phantom ship, with each mast and spar
Across the moon like a prison bar,
And a huge black hulk, that was magnified
By its own reflection in the tide.

Why? To Longfellow’s abolitionist readers, the name Somerset 
would have readily called to mind the landmark 1772 Somerset 
case, which outlawed slavery in Britain. And here the “phantom 
ship” conjures something more. It is as dark and haunting as a 
slave ship—a dominant conceit in abolitionist writing—“each 
mast and spar . . . like a prison bar.” Longfellow had written about 
just such shackled ships in “The Witnesses,” where across the 
“ocean’s wide domains . . . Float ships, with all their crews, / No 
more to sink nor rise”:

There the black Slave-ship swims,
Freighted with human forms,

Whose fettered, fleshless limbs
Are not the sport of storms.

Revere, in his letter to Belknap, next described leaving Charles-
town. “I set off upon a very good Horse; it was then about 11 
o’Clock, and very pleasant. After I had passed Charlestown Neck, 
and got nearly opposite where Mark was hung in chains.” Mark, 
“hung in chains,” refers to the rotting remains of a slave from 
Charlestown who was executed in 1750, after he and a slave 
woman named Phyllis were convicted of poisoning their master, 
a Charlestown merchant, with arsenic. Phyllis was burned at the 
stake in Cambridge, not far from Longfellow’s house, in a place 
called Gallows Hill; Mark was executed in Charlestown, and his 
body was left, hanged in chains, as a warning to Boston’s slaves of 
the danger of rebellion. By the time Revere made his ride in 1775, 
Mark’s bones had been hanging at Charlestown Neck for a quarter 
century, bearing witness.

Maybe it was Revere’s remark about that landmark, Mark’s 
bones, that sparked in Longfellow this thought, but here the poem 
takes a turn. In Boston, the man who mounts the belfry of the old 
North Church to light the lanterns looks out at Copp’s Hill, the 
burying ground where Longfellow had taken Dickens and where 
Puritan minister Cotton Mather lay entombed, but which was 
also, by the 1850s, far better known as the place where Boston’s 
blacks were buried:

Beneath, in the churchyard, lay the dead,
In their night-encampment on the hill,
Wrapped in silence so deep and still
That he could hear, like a sentinel’s tread,
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The watchful night-wind, as it went
Creeping along from tent to tent,
And seeming to whisper, “All is well!”

In “The Witnesses,” Longfellow’s dead whisper something else, 
from the depths:

These are the bones of Slaves;
They gleam from the abyss;

They cry, from yawning waves,
“We are the Witnesses!”

By now, Longfellow has departed quite radically from Revere’s 
account (which, in any event, was written long after the fact). “In 
Medford, I awaked the Captain of the Minute men,” Revere wrote 
Belknap, “and after that, I alarmed almost every House, till I got 
to Lexington.” Revere stopped in Lexington for half an hour and 
had a bite to eat while he talked with John Hancock, Samuel 
Adams, and William Dawes. on the way to Concord, he stopped 
again, this time to talk with Dr. Samuel Prescott, and was then 
captured by the British. But in Longfellow’s poem, Revere races 
onward,

. . . through the gloom and the light,
The fate of a nation was riding that night;
And the spark struck out by that steed, in his flight,
Kindled the land into flame with its heat.

That flight, too, has a counterpart not only in abolitionist litera-
ture—where, in the wake of the Fugitive Slave Act, the fate of the 
nation was often said to ride on a slave’s flight—but also in Long-
fellow’s Poems on Slavery. In “The Slave’s Dream,” another horse-
man rides wildly through the night:

. . . at furious speed he rode
Along the Niger’s bank;

His bridle-reins were golden chains,
And, with a martial clank,

At each leap he could feel his scabbard of steel
Smiting his stallion’s flank.

This man, though, is a slave, dreaming of riding all the way 
home to Africa. And while Revere, Longfellow’s Son of Liberty, 
rides through New England farms and towns, to the sounds of 
the barnyard—

He heard the crowing of the cock,
And the barking of the farmer’s dog,
And felt the damp of the river fog,
That rises after the sun goes down.

—his son of slavery rides to the howls of African beasts:

At night he heard the lion roar,
And the hyena scream,

And the river-horse, as he crushed the reeds
Beside some hidden stream;

And it passed, like a glorious roll of drums,
Through the triumph of his dream.

But that triumph is no triumph at all. The slave never wakes 
from his dream. “The Slave’s Dream” ends with death: “For Death 
had illumined the Land of Sleep, / And his lifeless body lay / A 
worn-out fetter, that the soul / Had broken and thrown away!” But 
“Paul Revere’s Ride” ends with the rider, having wakened from its 
slumber every New England village and farm, riding on, into his-
tory (“You know the rest. In the books you have read”):

For, borne on the night-wind of the Past,
Through all our history, to the last,
In the hour of peril men will hear

The midnight message of Paul Revere,
And the hurrying hoof-beat of his steed.

That, anyway, is what Longfellow wrote. But, in a letter written 
on November 23, 1860, Longfellow’s brilliant editor, J. T. Fields, 
offered a decided improvement.

Dear Longfellow.
Dont you think it better to end Paul Revere’s Ride on this 

line,

In the hour of darkness and peril and need,
The People will waken and listen to hear
The hurrying hoof-beat of his steed,
And the midnight message of Paul Revere.

(Continued on page 39)
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Why I Force My Students to Memorize Poetry
Despite the Fact That It Won’t Be on the Standardized Test
BY ANDY WADDELL

Some years ago, at a conference of 
English teachers, a group of col-
leagues and I found ourselves in a 

room by a fire with time to kill. I suggested 
that each of us recite some poem or speech 
we had learned in school. I realize such a 
suggestion is nerdy to an almost unbeliev-
able degree, but these were English 
teachers after all, and I expected full well 
that the idea would be taken up with 
enthusiasm. I pictured not only exclama-
tions as to the beauty of the words, but 
funny stories of nervousness overcome, 
childish misreading of famous lines, 
perhaps even negative comments, such as, 
“And that is why, to this day, I cannot 
stand Longfellow.” What I did not expect 
from my young colleagues was their 
response that they had “never really 
memorized anything.”

I shouldn’t have been surprised. Even 
when I was in school, in the ’60s and ’70s, 
memorization was already outdated. In 
1956, Benjamin Bloom had published his 
famous Taxonomy, forever relegating 
memorization to the lowest level of mental 
functioning. Gone already were the “set 
pieces,” mostly moralistic or patriotic 
poems, that all schoolchildren had been 
forced lock-step into learning by heart. No 
longer would apple-cheeked youngsters 
recite en masse, “In fourteen hundred 
ninety-two, Columbus sailed the ocean 
blue.” Why waste time on that arbitrary 
fact when one can merely pose the 
question, “Would the world have been 
better off if Columbus had never sailed 
across the Atlantic?” Then, after a brief 
explanation of who Columbus was, what 
exactly the Atlantic is, and the obligatory 
comment that there are “no right or 
wrong answers,” Junior is off and running 
at the very highest level of Bloom’s 
taxonomy: evaluation.

In English class, memorization (of 
Shakespeare in particular) has limped on 
under the justification that students were 
interpreting the work, thus elevating the 
exercise to level three—application—
though just as often higher praise is 
heaped on those students able to synthe-
size the Bard into, say, a rap version of the 
prologue of Romeo and Juliet or even a 

Andy Waddell teaches English at Santa Clara High 
School in Santa Clara, California. He has worked as a 
high school teacher and administrator for 24 years.

discussion of the horrors of arranged 
marriage, thus demonstrating that 
students have analyzed the play and 
distilled the main idea.

The first real poem that I can remem-
ber learning in school is Robert 
Frost’s “Stopping by Woods on a 

Snowy Evening.” My third-grade class 
recited it chorally at a school assembly, 
each of us clutching in our dirty hands an 
actual sleigh bell that we shook vigorously 
on every accented syllable. Every year, to 
demonstrate the primacy of sound over 
sense in poetry, I recite it for my classes, 
shaking now my keys in place of the 
long-lost bells. I mangle the poem, just as I 
did 40 years ago, stubbing the toe of every 
iambic foot to emphasize the sing-song 
rhythm; then I recite the same words again 
in a more adult manner to show that the 
rhythm is underneath the words. I’ve never 
found a better way to teach iambic meter, 
but every year I have students who have 
stopped listening, so caught up are they in 
the amazement of my first words, “I 

learned this poem in third grade.” More 
than a few have flatly refused to believe 
me. From their perspective, in the post-
memorization era, the retention of 16 lines 
is simply beyond the limits of human 
capability.

I also use the poem to illustrate 
something about the meaning of poetry 
and about levels of interpretation. I vividly 
remember old Mrs. Trolinger, in a moment 
of pause from chanting the poem, saying, 
“You know class, when I read this poem, I 
don’t just see a man stopping in the woods 
to think about the woods, I see a man 
stopping in his life to think about his life.” 
I remember this sentence so many years 
later because, in third grade, it made no 
sense to me whatsoever.

Frost said, “Poetry is what gets lost in 
translation.” It is also what is lost in 
interpretation. The genius of Mrs. Tro-
linger, a woman I still remember with 
unmixed love, was her faith that the 
meaning of the poem would come with 
time, would settle into our brains quietly 
like the snow into that dark New England 
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for the SATs or APs they 
need to pass to enter 
university where, if they 
pass other examinations, 
they will graduate and 
earn large incomes. We 
hold those future 
earnings before our 
students like a carrot 
while beating them with 
a fear of failure. No 
wonder then so many dig 
in their heels at the sight 
of anything as impractical 
as poetry. How can we 
expect anything else 
when this attitude is 
validated from the very 
educators, school boards, 
and state superinten-
dents most responsible 
for deciding what 
students should know? 
Even when poetry is on the test, in 
the framework, it is on the most pedestrian 
level: a series of terms to be memorized, a 
puzzling jumble of lines to be decoded for 
the main idea. And if the point is to find 
the main idea, no wonder the students ask 
with frustration, “Why can’t he say what 
he means?”

I am against neither examinations nor 
practicality. It is important that our scores 
rise, that our students get into the “good” 

colleges, that they succeed in their careers, 
that their taxes someday feed me in my old 
age. but some nod must be given to a 
larger idea: that we live through our 
consciousness, that thought is composed of 
words, that as English teachers we have a 
unique opportunity and responsibility to 
put words into our students’ heads—crisp, 
delicious words, “words opalescent, cool, 
and pearly,” words to entertain and sustain 
them. Words they may never forget. ☐

field. besides that one offhand comment, 
no attempt was made to interpret the 
poem. We were saved from the reduction-
ism of seeking the main idea. She had faith 
in the words themselves, the beauty of the 
image and the sound. When we were 
ready we would see what she meant. And 
one day we would roll those words, “miles 
to go before I sleep,” around in our heads, 
maybe before nodding off to sleep 
ourselves, and see a darker image there: a 
longing for the respite of death. but we 
could only do that if the words were in our 
heads, ready to be reexamined as our 
consciousnesses grew.

When my grandfather was dying, 
my mother tried to distract him, 
from the pain of his suffering 

and from the indignity of the crowded 
public hospital where he would spend the 
last few days of his life, by asking him to 
recite a poem he’d learned in grade school. 
“I don’t remember that,” he barked. For 
my own part, I thought my mother was 
crazy. besides having been out of grade 
school for 75 years, Grandpa suffered from 
arteriosclerosis, which had made him 
forgetful, a neighborhood wanderer, a 
man who couldn’t always retrieve his 
grandson’s name or what state he lived in.

“Sure you do, Dad,” she said. “Half a 
league, half a league / Half a league 
onward.” And to my amazement, Grandpa 
joined in. “All in the valley of Death / Rode 
the six hundred.” Thirty, forty, fifty lines 
came rolling out of him. His voice deep-
ened; the lines in his face relaxed. He was 
somewhere else.

The words were deep in his mind, close 
to the soul. As his brain shut down it had 
inexplicably chosen this to retain alive. 
Poem after poem, as well as the Gettys-
burg Address, the Preamble to the 
Constitution, the 23rd Psalm and many, 
many others, she coaxed out of him. These 
words, wedged in by rote so long before, 
were still active in his fading brain. Though 
now playing out the last scene of his 
strange and eventful history, this man who 
had lied about his age to get into the 
Great War, who had spent his working life 
pushing a mail cart, found that neither 
wasteful war nor sluttish time could ever 
dissever his soul from the souls of those 
writers, those poets whose words rolled 
round his head, whose cadences had 
entered his soul, had become a part of 
him.

So often we see education as a series 
of units leading to an examination, 
which will in turn prepare students 
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The ProFessionAl eduCATor

Lessons from Finland

By Pasi Sahlberg

Since Finland emerged in 2000 as the top-scoring organ-
isation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(oECD) nation on the Programme for International Stu-
dent Assessment (PISA), researchers have been pouring 

into the country to study the so-called “Finnish miracle.” How did 
a country with an undistinguished education system in the 1980s 
surge to the head of the global class in just a couple of decades? 

Research and experience suggest that one element of the Finnish 
system trumps all others: excellent teachers and leaders. This 
article looks at how Finland develops such excellence in its 
teacher workforce. (This discussion is also relevant to excellence 
among leaders; in Finland, those who aspire to leadership posi-
tions must be effective teachers before they can begin leadership 
training.1)

Until the 1960s, the level of educational attainment in Finland 
remained fairly low: only one in ten adult Finns had completed 
more than nine years of basic education, and achieving a univer-
sity degree was uncommon.2 Back then, Finland’s education level 
was comparable to that of Malaysia or Peru, and lagged behind 
its Scandinavian neighbors of Denmark, Norway, and Sweden. 
Today, more than 98 percent of Finns attend preschool at the age 
of six, 99 percent complete compulsory basic education at the age 
of 16, and three out of five young Finns enroll in and 50 percent 
complete state-funded higher education after upper secondary 
school.3 Finland publicly recognizes the value of its teachers and 
trusts their professional judgment in schools. The Finnish educa-
tion system does not employ external standardized student testing 

Pasi Sahlberg is the director general of the Centre for International Mobil-
ity and Cooperation (CIMO) in Helsinki, Finland, and an adjunct profes-
sor at the Universities of Helsinki and Oulu. He has been a teacher and 
teacher educator, as well as an education specialist for the World Bank 
and the European Commission. His forthcoming book is titled Finnish 
Lessons: What Can the World Learn from Educational Change in Fin-
land. This article is adapted with permission from Sahlberg’s “Develop-
ing Effective Teachers and School Leaders: The Case of Finland,” in 
Teacher and Leader Effectiveness in High-Performing Education Sys-
tems, edited by Linda Darling-Hammond and Robert Rothman and 
available online at www.all4ed.org/files/TeacherLeaderEffectiveness 
Report.pdf. 

Professional educators—whether in the classroom, 
library, counseling center, or anywhere in 
between—share one overarching goal: seeing 
all students succeed in school and life. 
While they take great pride in their 
students’ accomplishments, they 
also lose sleep over their students’ 
unmet needs. Professional educa-
tors routinely meet with students 
before and after school, examine 
student work to improve lesson 
plans, reach out to students’ fami-
lies in the evenings and on the 
weekends, and strive to increase 
their knowledge and skills. And 
yet, their efforts are rarely recog-
nized by the society they serve.

The AFT is committed to support-
ing these unsung heroes. In this regu-
lar feature, we explore the work of 
professional educators—not just their 
accomplishments, but also their challenges—so 
that the lessons they have learned can benefit students across 
the country. After all, listening to the professionals who do this work 
every day is a blueprint for success.
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to drive the performance of schools. Neither does it employ a 
rigorous inspection system of schools and teachers. Instead of 
test-based accountability, the Finnish system relies on the exper-
tise and professional accountability of teachers who are knowl-
edgeable and committed to their students and communities.

Recruiting the Best
Among young Finns, teaching is consistently the most admired 
profession in opinion polls of high school graduates.4 Becoming 
a primary school teacher in Finland is a very competitive process. 
only Finland’s best and brightest are able to fulfill those profes-
sional dreams. Every spring, thousands of high school graduates 
submit their applications to the departments of teacher education 
in Finnish universities. Usually it is not enough to have completed 
high school and passed a rigorous matriculation examination. 
Successful candidates must have not only good scores and excel-
lent interpersonal skills, but also a deep personal commitment to 
teach and work in schools. Annually only about one in every ten 
applicants will be accepted to study to become a primary school 
teacher. Among all categories of teacher education (i.e., not just 
primary), about 5,000 prospective teachers are selected from 
about 20,000 applicants.

Candidates are first selected based on matriculation examina-
tion results, their high school records, and relevant records of 
out-of-school accomplishments. Then:

1. Candidates complete a written exam on assigned books on 
pedagogy.

2. Candidates engage in an observed clinical activity replicating 
school situations, where social interaction and communication 
skills come into play.

3. The top candidates are interviewed and asked, among other 
things, to explain why they have decided to become 
teachers. 

The selected, highly capable candidates then complete a rigorous 
teacher education program at government expense.

Wages are not the main reason young people become teachers 
in Finland. Teachers earn very close to the national average salary 
level for all occupations, typically equivalent to what midcareer 
middle school teachers earn annually in the oECD nations—
about $41,000 in U.S. dollars.5 (However, the relative difference 
between salaries of beginning and senior teachers is much larger 
in Finland than in the United States.6) More important than sala-
ries are such factors as high social prestige, professional autonomy 
in schools, and the ethos of teaching as a service to society and 
the public good. Thus, young Finns see teaching as a career on par 
with other professions where people work independently and rely 
on scientific knowledge and skills that they gained through uni-
versity studies.

Preparing Them Well
All teachers in Finnish primary, middle, and high schools must 
hold a master’s degree; preschool and kindergarten teachers must 
hold a bachelor’s degree. There are no alternative ways to receive 
a teacher’s credential in Finland; the university degree constitutes 
a license to teach.7

Primary school teachers, who teach grades 1 to 6, major in 
education, while upper-grade teachers concentrate their studies 

in a particular subject (e.g., mathematics), as well as didactics (i.e., 
pedagogical content knowledge specific to that subject).

Teacher education is based on a combination of research, 
practice, and reflection, meaning that it must be supported by 
scientific knowledge and focused on thinking processes and cog-
nitive skills used in conducting research. In addition to studying 
educational theory, content, and subject-specific pedagogy, each 
prospective teacher for primary school and beyond completes a 
master’s thesis on a topic relevant to educational practice. After 
finishing secondary school and entering a teacher preparation 
program, successful completion of a master’s degree in teaching 
generally takes five to seven and a half years, depending on the 
field of study.8

A broad-based teacher-prep curriculum ensures that newly 
prepared Finnish teachers possess balanced knowledge and skills 
in both theory and practice. It also means they possess deep pro-

fessional insight into education from several perspectives, includ-
ing educational psychology and sociology, curriculum theories, 
student assessment, special needs education, and pedagogical 
content knowledge in selected subject areas. Each of the eight 
universities that offer teacher education in Finland has its own 
strategies and curricula that are nationally coordinated to ensure 
coherence, but locally crafted in order to make the best use of the 
particular university’s resources.

Subject teachers complete a master’s degree in one major 
subject and one or two minor subjects. Students then apply to a 
university’s department of teacher education to study pedagogy 
for their focus subject. Subject-focused pedagogy and research 
are advanced in Finnish universities, and cooperative and prob-
lem-based learning, reflective practice, and computer-supported 
education are common. A higher education evaluation system 
that rewards effective, innovative university teaching practices 
has served as an important driver of these developments.

Finland’s commitment to research-based teacher education 
means that educational theories, research methodologies, and 
practice all play an important role in preparation programs.9 
Teacher education curricula are designed to create a systematic 
pathway from the foundations of educational thinking, to educa-
tional research methodologies, and then on to more advanced 
fields of the educational sciences. Each student thereby builds an 
understanding of the systemic nature of educational practice. 
Finnish students also learn how to design, conduct, and present 
original research on practical or theoretical aspects of 
education.

Another important element of Finnish research-based teacher 
education is practical training in schools. over the five-year pro-

Instead of test-based accountability,  
the Finnish system relies on the expertise 
and professional accountability of 
teachers who are knowledgeable and 
committed.
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gram, candidates advance from basic teaching practice, to 
advanced practice, and then to final practice. During each of these 
phases, students observe lessons by experienced teachers, prac-
tice teaching while being observed by supervisory teachers, and 
deliver independent lessons to different groups of pupils while 
being evaluated by supervising teachers and department of 
teacher education professors and lecturers. Practicum experi-
ences comprise about 15 to 25 percent of teachers’ overall prepa-
ration time. Much of this work is completed within special 
teacher-training schools governed by the universities, which have 
curricula and practices that are similar to normal public schools. 
Some student teachers also practice in a network of selected 
municipal field schools, which are regular public schools. Schools 
where practice teaching occurs have higher professional staff 
requirements, and supervising teachers have to prove they are 
competent to work with student teachers. 

Teacher training schools are also 
expected to pursue research and 
development roles in collaboration 
with universities’ departments of 
teacher education and, sometimes, 
with the academic faculties that also 
have teacher education functions. 
These schools can, therefore, introduce 
sample lessons and alternative curricu-
lar designs to student teachers. These 
schools also have teachers who are well 
prepared in supervision as well as in 
teacher professional development and assess-
ment strategies. Because teacher education is so strong, Finnish 
teachers are very well prepared to take a teaching job as soon as 
they are assigned to a school.

Hiring, Evaluation, and Retention
Because Finland has no centralized management of education, 
the school staff and the principal, together with the school board, 
typically make hiring decisions. Small allowances or premiums 
are offered to attract young teachers to teach in small rural 
schools, which are generally less popular than those in the urban 
areas near the universities where teachers have studied. The 
teaching force in Finland is highly unionized; almost all teachers 
are members of the Trade Union of Education.

There is no formal teacher evaluation. Teachers receive feed-
back from their principal and the school staff itself. Because 
Finland does not have a standardized assessment for evaluating 
students, there is no formal consideration of student learning 
outcomes in the evaluation. A good teacher is one who is able to 
help all children progress and grow in a holistic way. 

Universities are the only organizations entitled to issue teacher 
licenses in Finland. Teachers apply for open positions directly to 
municipalities (which own the schools). Teaching positions are 
filled by the head of the school or the local education authority, 
depending on the administrative regulations in the municipali-
ties. There are two types of teaching posts in Finnish schools: 
fixed-term and open-ended. With fixed-term positions, teachers 
are typically hired for one school year, knowing that the need of 
the school is temporary (e.g., to fill in for a teacher on maternity 
leave). These posts are quite few and the recruitment procedure 

is straightforward. The vast majority of teaching positions are 
open-ended, and they are filled carefully, with much attention 
paid to teacher recruitment and selection. once a teacher is hired, 
there is no probation period and there are no measures of teacher 
effectiveness or means for terminating a contract unless there is 
a violation of the ethical rules of teaching. Finland relies on the 
strong preparation of teachers, their professional ethic, and their 
opportunities for ongoing engagement with colleagues in the 
professional work of teaching, including curriculum and assess-
ment development, to support their effectiveness.

When new teachers are employed in a school, they usually stay 
for life. An official estimate suggests that only 10 to 15 percent of 
teachers leave the profession during the course of their career.

Primary school teachers often compare what they do with the 
work that doctors do in medical clinics. A key characteristic of 
Finnish teachers’ work environment is that they are autonomous, 

trusted, and respected professionals. Unlike nations that have 
bureaucratic accountability systems that make teachers feel 
threatened, overcontrolled, and undervalued, teaching in Finland 
is a very sophisticated profession, in which teachers feel they can 
truly exercise the knowledge and skills they have learned in the 
university. 

While Finnish teacher education has been praised for its sys-
tematic academic structure and high overall quality,10 profes-
sional development and in-service programs for teachers are 
more variable. In Finland, induction of new teachers into their 
first teaching position is less uniform than initial preparation. It 
is up to each school and municipality to take care of new teachers’ 
induction to their teaching assignments. Some schools have 
adopted advanced procedures and support systems for new staff, 
whereas other schools simply bid new teachers welcome and 
show them their classrooms. In some schools, induction is a spe-
cific responsibility of school principals or deputy principals, while 
in others, induction jobs may be assigned to experienced teach-
ers. Teacher induction is an area that requires further develop-
ment in Finland, as has been pointed out in a recent European 
Commission report.11

Concerns have also been raised recently about the variability 
of in-service education. Municipalities, as the overseers of pri-
mary, middle, and high schools, are responsible for providing 
teachers with learning opportunities based on their needs. 
Whereas some Finnish municipalities organize in-service pro-
grams for all teachers, in others it is up to individual teachers or 
school principals to decide how much and what type of profes-
sional development is needed and whether such interventions 
will be funded. Although schools are financed equitably, the 

Practicum experiences comprise 
about 15 to 25 percent of teachers’ 
overall preparation time, and  
supervising teachers have to 
prove they are competent to 
work with student teachers.
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central government has only limited influence on the budget deci-
sions made by municipalities or schools. Therefore, although all 
teachers’ annual duties include three days devoted to planning 
and professional development, some teachers have more oppor-
tunities for professional development than others. In response to 
concerns about uneven opportunities for in-service professional 
learning, the Finnish Ministry of Education, in collaboration with 
municipalities, plans to double the public funding for teacher 
professional development by 2016.12

Engagement in Curriculum,  
Assessment, and Leadership
During the course of Finland’s education reforms, teachers have 
demanded more autonomy and responsibility for curriculum and 
student assessment.13 Gradual growth of teacher training and 
professionalism in Finnish schools since the 1980s has made this 
a legitimate appeal. Teachers’ engagement in these areas contrib-
utes to teacher status, satisfaction, and effectiveness.

While the National Curriculum Framework for Basic Education 
and similar documents for upper secondary education provide 
guidance to teachers regarding the content that students must 
master in each grade or course, curriculum plan-
ning is the responsibility of schools and munici-
palities. Local education authorities and teachers 
approve the school-level curriculum, and school 
principals (who must be qualified, experienced 
teachers) play a key role in curriculum design. 
Teacher education ensures that all educators 
have well-developed curriculum knowl-
edge and planning skills. Moreover, the 
importance of curriculum design in 
teacher practice is helping shift the focus 
of professional development from frag-
mented in-service training toward more sys-
temic, theoretically grounded school-wide 
improvement efforts.

Along with curriculum design, teachers play a 
key role in assessing students. Finnish schools do not use stan-
dardized testing to determine student success.* There are three 
primary reasons for this. First, while assessment practice is well 
grounded in the national curriculum, education policy in Finland 
gives a high priority to personalized learning and creativity as an 
important part of how schools operate. Therefore, the progress of 
each student in school is judged more against his or her individual 
development and abilities rather than against statistical indica-
tors. Second, education authorities insist that curriculum, teach-
ing, and learning—rather than testing—should drive teachers’ 
practice in schools. Student assessment in Finnish schools is 
embedded in the teaching and learning process and is used to 
improve both teachers’ and students’ work throughout the aca-
demic year. Third, determining students’ academic performance 
and social development in Finland are seen as a responsibility of 
the school, not external assessors. Teachers are the best judges of 
how their own students are progressing in school. 

Finnish schools accept that there may be some limitations on 

comparability when teachers do all the grading. At the same time, 
Finns believe that the problems often associated with external 
standardized testing—narrowing of the curriculum, teaching to 
the test, unethical practices related to manipulating test results, 
and unhealthy competition among schools—can be more prob-
lematic. Since Finnish teachers must design and conduct appro-
priate curriculum-based assessments to document student 
progress, classroom assessment and school-based evaluation are 
important parts of teacher education and professional 
development.

Although Finnish teachers’ work consists primarily of class-
room teaching, many of their duties lie outside of class. Formally, 
teachers’ working time in Finland consists of classroom teaching, 
preparation for class, and two hours a week planning schoolwork 
with colleagues. From an international perspective, Finnish 
teachers devote less time to teaching than do teachers in many 

other nations. For example, a typical middle 
school teacher in Finland teaches just under 600 
hours annually. In the United States, by contrast, 
a teacher at the same level typically devotes 
1,080 hours to teaching annually.14

This, however, does not imply that teachers in 
Finland work less than teachers in other countries. 

An important—and still voluntary—part of Finnish 
teachers’ work is devoted to the improvement of class-

room practice, the advancement of the school as a whole, and 
work with the community.15 Because Finnish teachers take on 
significant responsibility for curriculum and assessment, as well 
as experimenting with and improving teaching methods, some of 
the most important aspects of their work are conducted outside 
of classrooms.

Because teaching is highly professionalized, diverse responsi-
bilities are handled within the teaching role. A peculiar feature of 
Finnish schools is that all the teachers are equal and are expected 
to do similar types of things. It is very rare for anyone to be 
assigned to a strictly nonteaching role. Job portfolios may differ—
teachers may have some type of special role in working with the 
curriculum or in parent-school cooperation or in a business-
school partnership—but everybody still teaches.

If teachers have a special role that is particularly time-consum-
ing, they still continue to teach, perhaps with fewer teaching 
hours. Rarely do these roles receive additional compensation; 
occasionally, principals may offer a small stipend to teachers who 
are doing other work in addition to their teaching. This means that 
there is only a little room for career development in Finnish 
schools. However, as mentioned earlier, senior teachers do have 
much higher salaries than beginning teachers.16

Teachers’ strong competence and  
preparedness are the prerequisites for 

the professional autonomy that 
makes teaching a valued career.

*The only external test in Finland is the matriculation examination that students who 
want to go on to higher education take at the end of general upper secondary school.
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Teachers’ capacity to teach in 
classrooms and work collabora-
tively in professional communi-
ties has been built systematically 

through academic teacher education. A 
smart strategy is to invest in quality at the 
point of entry into teacher education. The 
Finnish example suggests that a critical 
condition for attracting the most able 
young people is that teaching be an inde-
pendent and respected profession rather 
than just a technical implementation of 
externally mandated standards and tests. 
Teachers’ strong competence and pre-
paredness are the prerequisites for the 
professional autonomy that makes teach-
ing a valued career.  ☐
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can be harnessed for productive collective 
work.

In addition to high-leverage practices, 
we need to identify the content knowledge 
most important to competent beginning 
teaching and find ways to articulate profes-
sional orientations and commitments. 
Although instructional practice should be 
at the center, a common core for teaching 
practice would include explicit learning 
goals that encompass the range of skills, 
knowledge, understandings, orientations, 
and commitments that underlie respon-
sible teaching. An important aspect of the 
curriculum for learning to teach would be 
the special kinds of content knowledge 
needed for teaching.14

Teaching is always about teaching 
something. Although the lack of a common 
curriculum in the United States has often 
discouraged teacher educators from focus-
ing beginners’ training on any particular 
academic content, the advent of the Com-
mon Core State Standards makes it possi-
ble to identify specific instructional 
practices, and specific topics and texts 
within school subject areas, that could 
serve as the foci of a redesigned profes-
sional curriculum for learning to teach 
responsibly. one way to approach choos-
ing this content is to think again in terms of 
what is “high leverage” for beginning 
teachers. “High-leverage content” com-
prises those texts, topics, ideas, and skills 

in each school subject area that are essen-
tial for a beginning teacher to know well. 
High-leverage content is foundational to 
the ideas and skills of the K–12 curricula in 
this country, is taught in some form or 
another across most published textbooks 
and curricula, and appears frequently. In 
addition, high-leverage content is funda-
mental to students’ learning and often 
causes difficulty if not taught well. It also is 
often known only superficially by prospec-
tive teachers, or is entirely new to them.* 
Examples of high-leverage content in ele-
mentary mathematics, for example, might 
include place value; computational proce-
dures with whole numbers, decimals, and 
fractions; and mathematical explanation 
and representation. In secondary English 
language arts, it could include writing a 
coherent essay, and reading and analyzing 
Romeo and Juliet and Invisible Man.

With a practice-focused curriculum for 
learning to teach, prospective teachers 
would learn to use specific, high-leverage 
practices to teach specific, high-leverage 
content, much of it derived from the Com-
mon Core State Standards. They would also 
learn how to enact professional norms and 
commitments in the context of instruction 
(not just to talk about them). Although the 
full curriculum would vary in some ways 
from program to program, the focus on 
high-leverage practices and content would 
not. our field has shied away from this kind 
of common core curriculum for new teach-
ers for decades, with troubling results. 
There has never been a better time to 
change than now.

We hear a great deal about 
how much more respected 
and supported teaching is 
in other countries than in 

the United States. Here, teaching is para-
doxically both romanticized and dis-
dained. More important, though, is that 
teaching is broadly underestimated and 
teacher education, both “traditional” and 
“alternative,” is the object of significant 
criticism. Demanding that the public 
respect teachers or defending the status 
quo, however, will not lead to improved 
systems for the development of responsi-
ble instructional practice.

our goal is to support the demanding 

*This definition of high-leverage content derives from 
the work of the Mathematics Methods Planning Group 
at the University of Michigan School of Education.
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It seems to me the last line as it 
stands above is stronger than the 
end as it now remains in the proof.

What do you say?

Longfellow said yes.
“Paul Revere’s Ride” is a poem about 

waking the dead. The dead are Northern-
ers, roused to war. But the dead are also the 
enslaved, entombed in slavery—another 
common conceit: Frederick Douglass once 
wrote about his escape as “a resurrection 
from the dark and pestiferous tomb of 
slavery.”

Soon after “Paul Revere’s Ride” was 
published, Longfellow wrote in his diary, 
“The dissolution of the Union goes slowly 
on. Behind it all I hear the low murmur of 
the slaves, like the chorus in a Greek trag-
edy.” Listen, and you shall hear. ☐

Sources
Longfellow’s papers are at the Houghton Library, Harvard 
University, and see The Letters of Henry Wadsworth 
Longfellow, edited by Andrew Hilen, 6 vols. (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 1966–1982). Excerpts from 
Longfellow’s diaries are available in Life of Henry 
Wadsworth Longfellow: With Extracts from His Journals 
and Correspondence, edited by Samuel Longfellow, 2 vols. 
(Boston, 1886). Letters between Longfellow and his editor 

“Paul Revere’s Ride” 
(Continued from page 31)

work of teaching. Doing this effectively 
means unpacking and specifying instruc-
tional practice in detail, and designing 
professional education that will provide 
multiple opportunities to fine-tune crucial 
design, interaction, and analysis skills. 
other trades and professions have been 
able to break their work into meaningfully 
learnable skills and knowledge, accompa-
nied by discriminating judgment. To move 
from individualism to professionalism in 
teaching, and improve the learning of all 
students, we must do the same. ☐
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Follow us at www.facebook.com/
AFTteach to connect with colleagues, 
join discussions, and link to resources.
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